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Traffic Safety Division Mission Statement
Safer Hoosier Roadways at Every Turn

Executive Summary
The Indiana Criminal Justice Institute’s (ICJI) Traffic Safety Division (TSD) manages federal
funds allocated throughout the state that support programs designed to decrease the number of
people injured or killed on Indiana roadways. For consistency, the Highway Safety Plan (HSP)
will use ICJI when referring to traffic safety programs, budgets, and initiatives. ICJI remains
dedicated to attaining Indiana’s portion of reaching the American Association of State Highway
and Transportation Officials’ (AASHTO) goal to reduce the number of national fatalities in half
from 2007 to 2027. During this 20 year period, ICJI seeks to reduce the number of Indiana traffic
fatalities by approximately 20 each year.
ICJI’s Traffic Safety Division is comprised of a director who coordinates the efforts of support
staff, including an impaired driving program manager, motorcycle safety program
manager/traffic records coordinator, traffic safety research associate, traffic services program
manager, occupant protection program manager, and law enforcement liaisons (LEL). The TSD
staff maintain close collaboration with multiple organizations, including the Governor’s Council
on Impaired and Dangerous Driving (Council), Indiana University Public Policy Institute (PPI),
Purdue University Center for Road Safety (CRS), and the Traffic Records Coordinating
Committee (TRCC) to fulfill its mission of reducing traffic fatalities. Through these
partnerships, 20 performance measures in the following priority areas have been established:
 Fatalities
 Motorcycle Safety
 Incapacitating Injuries
 Pedestrians
 Impaired Driving
 Children
 Occupant Protection
 Bicyclists
 Young Drivers
 Speeding
Primary data sources used in problem identification and target identification include the Fatality
Analysis Reporting System (FARS), driver and vehicle reports maintained by the Indiana Bureau
of Motor Vehicles (BMV), the Indiana State Police (ISP) Automated Reporting Information
Exchange System (ARIES) and the fact sheets created from this data by PPI, additional queries
of ISP collision data using ORACLE Business Intelligence Enterprise Edition (OBIEE) built and
maintained by INDOT, and the observed seat belt use study data and analysis provided by CRS.
Data from these sources are monitored throughout the year by ICJI to determine whether
programming adjustments need to be made. Likewise, data from these sources inform ICJI of
their grantees’ impact on traffic safety. These various data sources are utilized in the
development of the Indiana’s HSP.
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The Highway Safety Planning Process
Figure 1: The Highway Safety Planning Process Flowchart
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Problem Identification Process
Analyses of crash and traffic-related data and the resulting trends aid in determining where
problems exist and what program areas will be addressed. Using the data sources and partners
below, each program area details the identified problems. Funding priority will be given to
programs that have the greatest impact on reducing traffic-related injuries and fatalities. The
problem identification process includes the utilization of the observational seat belt usage
surveys, data from the various partners discussed below, and the analysis of who, what, where,
when, and why for each type of crash.

Data
Automated Reporting Information Exchange System (ARIES)
Nearly 100 percent of Indiana law enforcement agencies submit electronic crash reports into the
Indiana State Police (ISP) Automated Reporting Information Exchange System (ARIES). This
system uses business edits to provide users with only the areas of the report that need to be
completed. It also includes a mapping feature and enhanced VIN and INDOT data. Over 90
percent of agencies submit reports into ARIES within five days of a collision. This allows ICJI
staff to access accurate, up-to-date crash data.
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Indiana University Public Policy Institute (PPI)
Indiana University Public Policy Institute (PPI), a partner of ICJI, publishes an annual collection
of the state’s motor vehicle crash facts and trends. Fact sheet topics include: alcohol, children,
commercial vehicles, dangerous driving, motorcycles, non-motorists, occupant protection, and
young drivers. PPI also publishes county profile fact sheets for all 92 counties and a
comprehensive crash fact book that contains statistics, trends, and maps of crashes that occur
across the state. The data used for these publications are provided by ARIES, but are cleaned
and queried outside of the ARIES system. Fact sheets can be found under the traffic safety link
in.gov/cji/2367.htm on the ICJI website.
Odyssey Case Management System
ICJI has obtained access to query the Odyssey Case Management System, which allows staff to
view electronically submitted traffic citations, including the charges, dispositions, file date, and
county in which the offense occurred. Demographic information, including gender and race, can
also be obtained. This is one way ICJI can measure law enforcement activity during grant
funded periods. Although citation statistics are useful in determining law enforcement activity,
ICJI does not use citation information to establish goals.
Purdue Center for Road Safety (CRS)
The Center for Road Safety (CRS), affiliated with the School of Civil Engineering at Purdue
University, conducts research and develops engineering tools in the area of road safety, including
driver and roadway-related characteristics. CRS provides technical assistance, analysis, and a
final report for the annual observed seat belt usage surveys conducted around the state.
Fatality Analysis Reporting System (FARS)
FARS is a nationwide census providing NHTSA, Congress, and the American public yearly data
regarding fatal injuries suffered in motor vehicle crashes. Various FARS data reports and
querying tools are available at nhtsa.gov/FARS. FARS also annually provides the Traffic Safety
Facts, Indiana report covering the most recent 5 years of crash data. FARS data is central to
many program targets set by ICJI.
Operation Pull Over (OPO) Database
The OPO database is a data repository and reporting tool created by and administered by ICJI.
ICJI subgrantees access the database to report on all programmatic activities from the
reimbursable administrative costs to the number of grant funded patrol hours and the resulting
number of citations. This database is the source of Indiana’s reported citations for seat belts,
impaired driving, and speeding as part of the NHTSA core measures.
Oracle Business Intelligence Enterprise Edition (OBIEE) – INDOT Answers
OBIEE was built for and is maintained by INDOT. INDOT regularly uses OBIEE to track and
monitor performance metrics data. The OBIEE database is similar to ARIES as both systems
utilize ISP collision data and provide methods for querying the data. OBIEE provides an
alternative to ARIES and provides query results in a different format. OBIEE query results are
easily extractable to Excel format for additional analysis.
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Participants
It is essential that ICJI continues to collaborate with traffic safety stakeholders to remain current
about emerging traffic safety issues. This allows ICJI to take appropriate action to address any
identified problems.
The Governor's Council on Impaired & Dangerous Driving serves as a panel of experts in the
areas of traffic law enforcement around occupant protection, impaired driving, and the criminal
justice system. The Council, a sub-committee of ICJI’s Board of Trustees and appointed by the
governor, provides input on proposed traffic safety strategies, while supplying guidance on the
Traffic Safety Division’s pursuit of competitive funding opportunities. Strategies and funding
opportunities are meant to diversify and expand the number of agencies participating in making
Indiana roadways safe. The Council further advises the Traffic Safety Division on initiatives that
can increase effectiveness of Impaired Driving Countermeasures. Through its input and opinions
collectively, the Council provides guidance on the Traffic Safety Division’s involvement in
issues of public policy, and input on legislative proposals affecting the Traffic Safety Division’s
practices and programming. The Council also works with INDOT to coordinate traffic safety
strategies outlined in the HSP and Strategic Highway Safety Plan (SHSP) whenever it is updated.
INDOT works closely with ICJI through regular meetings and communications about the status
of goals and efforts outlined in the HSP and SHSP through the monthly Indiana Crash Snapshot
report that is exchanged between INDOT, ICJI, and FHWA.
ICJI will continue collaborating with the Traffic Records Coordinating Committee (TRCC), a
group of individuals dedicated to improving the state’s traffic records systems. The TRCC
includes representatives from ICJI, Bureau of Motor Vehicles (BMV); Indiana Department of
Transportation (INDOT); Indiana State Police (ISP); Federal Highway Administration (FHWA);
Indiana State Supreme Court; Indiana State Department of Health (ISDH); Indiana State
Coroner’s Association; Indiana Office of Technology; Indiana Prosecutor’s Association; Riley
Hospital for Children; Purdue Center for Road Safety; Indiana University PPI; the Indiana
Department of Homeland Security, and the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration
(FMCSA). The TRCC seeks to enhance the accessibility, accuracy, uniformity, timeliness,
integration, and completeness of statewide traffic-related information.
ICJI will continue its partnership with Indiana University’s Public Policy Institute (PPI) to obtain
a research analysis of Indiana’s traffic safety trends as well as track the effectiveness of ICJI’s
countermeasures. The data obtained by PPI allows for ICJI and their partners to determine
whether programming is effective. Annual traffic safety fact sheets and a county profile fact
book allow ICJI and their partners to make informed policy and program decisions.
Lastly, ICJI will continue its partnership with Purdue University Center for Road Safety (CRS).
CRS seeks to strengthen injury data throughout the state by tracking the progress of the linkages
between crash, EMS, and hospital inpatient/outpatient databases. CRS does not own the
information in these three databases; however, they advise the owners of the data about source
quality on the results of linking packages. CRS assists ICJI by improving observational seat belt
survey designs and training observers on how to correctly obtain data. Once the surveys are
complete, CRS analyzes the raw data and provides ICJI with overall seat belt and helmet usage
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rates and usage rates broken down into regions, vehicle type, gender, race, role (i.e., driver or
passenger), and road class.

FY 2017 Indiana Core and Additional Performance Measures
Figure 2: FY 2017 Indiana Core and Additional Performance Measures

NHTSA CORE MEASURES

Outcome Measure

Annual Figures

Targets

3 Year Average

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2012-2014

2014^

2015

2016

2017

Data Source

C-1

Traffic Fatalities

820

693

754

751

781

783

746

770

756

755

740

725

FARS

C-2

Incapacitating Injuries**

3,382

3,179

3,443

3,405

3,816

3,441

5,493

4250

3483

4165

4082

4000

PPI

C-3

Fatalities Per 100 Million Vehicle Miles
Traveled

1.11

0.90

1.00

0.98

0.99

1.00

0.94

0.98

1.02*^

1.02^^

1.02^^

1.02^^

FARS

C-4

Unrestrained Passenger Vehicle Occupant
Fatalities (All Seat Positions)

267

206

208

192

214

201

190

201.67

198

198

194

190

FARS

C-5

Fatalities Involving Driver or Motorcycle
Operator with .08 BAC or Above

206

207

194

207

230

198

205

211

207

207

203

199

FARS

C-6

Speeding-Related Fatalities

250

174

190

153

185

217

204

202

181

198

194

190

FARS

C-7

Total Motorcycle Fatalities

131

111

111

118

152

114

124

130

125

127

125

122

FARS

C-8

Unhelmeted Motorcycle Fatalities

95

84

88

95

116

82

89

95.67

96

94

92

90

FARS

C-9

Drivers Aged 20 and Under Involved in
Fatal Crashes

147

116

125

100

130

104

87

107

109

105

103

101

FARS

C-10

Pedestrian Fatalities

54

50

62

62

59

76

78

71

65

70

68

67

FARS

B-1

Observed Seatbelt Usage Rate (%)

91.2

92.6

92.4

93.2

93.6

91.6

90.2

91.80

87*^

88^^

88.5^*

89^*

CRS

A-1

*Number of Seat Belt Citations During
Grant Funded Enforcement

108,956

113,577

105,746

99,077

82,961

70,134

64,586

72560

-

-

-

-

OPO

A-2

*Number of Impaired Driving Citations and
Arrest During Grant Funded Enforcement

8,157

8,975

8,257

7,907

7,950

6,919

5,823

6897

-

-

-

-

OPO

A-3

*Number of Speeding Citations and Arrests
During Grant Funded Enforcement

66,394

100,230

107,151

86,702

56,181

53,732

44,436

51450

-

-

-

-

OPO

15

Fatalities Per 100 Million Vehicle Miles
Traveled - Rural

1.80

1.46

1.67

1.66

1.78

1.83

1.61

1.74

1.72

1.71

1.67

1.64

FARS

16

Fatalities Per 100 Million Vehicle Miles
Traveled - Urban

0.65

0.57

0.59

0.57

0.52

0.50

0.56

0.53

0.52

0.52

0.51

0.50

FARS

17

Motorcycle Fatalities per 100k Registrations

63.91

54.15

54.15

57.73

68.13

52.14

55.98

58.75

62

58

56

55

FARS

0.28

0.27

0.26

0.27

0.29

0.25

0.25

0.26

0.36

0.26

0.25

0.25

FARS

37

29

30

31

28

35

33

32

31

31

31

30

PPI

18

7

13

11

15

14

12

13.67

13

13

13

12.86

FARS

18
19
20

Rate of .08+ BAC Impaired Driving
Fatalities per 100 Million Vehicle Miles
Traveled
Children Aged 15 and Under Killed in
Traffic Collisions
Bicyclists and Other Cyclists Fatalities

0.00

Sources: U.S. Department of Transportation and NHSTA Traffic Safety Facts: Indiana 2010-2013 Final and FARS 2014 ARF, OPO Database, Indiana University Public Policy Institute (PPI), Purdue University Center for Road
Safety (CRS), Indiana Bureau of Motor Vehicles (BMV), Indiana Department of Transportation (INDOT), daily Fatality Analysis Reporting System (FARS) Indiana Fatality Report, United States Census Bureau (US Census),
Federal Highway Administration Highway Statistics, and the Indiana State Police Automated Reporting Information Exchange System (ARIES).
Note: 2016-2017 targets calculated as a 2% reduction from most recent 3 year average and then each preceding year's target unless otherwise noted
**A change in reporting methodology implemented during October 2014, resulted in a large increase in Incapacitating Injury crash counts starting in 2014.
^ 2014 targets taken from FY 2015 HSP unless otherwise noted
*^ U.S. Department of Transportation national targets current as of July 18, 2013
^^ Targets are based on U.S. Department of Transportation national targets for the preceding three years
^*Targets are based on 2015 National Average Usage Rate
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Below is a revised version of the data table NHTSA provides in the Traffic Safety Facts Indiana 2010-2014 report. This version
includes a seven year data span instead of the five year data span provided by the NHTSA version. Cell color is based on the numeric
range of each specific measure. The highest value for each measure is denoted in red with the lowest value in green. Values between
the high and low values are reflected with a gradient of orange, yellow, and light green.
Figure 3: NHTSA Traffic Safety Performance (Core Outcome) Measures for Indiana

NHTSA Traffic Safety Performance (Core Outcome) Measures* For Indiana
3-Year Moving Average
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014 2008-2010 2009-2011 2010-2012 2011-2013
Total
820
693
754
751
781
784
746
756
733
762
772
Rural
530
418
474
477
524
535
474
474
456
492
512
Traffic Fatalities
Urban
290
275
280
274
257
249
272
282
276
270
260
Unknown
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
Total
1.11
0.90
1.00
0.98
0.99
1.00
0.94
1
1
1
1
Fatalities Per 100 Million Vehicle Miles Driven
Rural
1.80
1.46
1.67
1.66
1.78
1.83
1.62
2
2
2
2
Urban
0.65
0.57
0.59
0.57
0.52
0.51
0.54
1
1
1
1
Total
593
500
547
516
518
545
497
547
521
527
526
Restrained
266
239
261
252
249
279
236
255
251
254
260
Passenger Vehicle Occupant Fatalities (All Seat Positions)
Unrestrained
267
206
208
192
214
202
190
227
202
205
203
Unknown
60
55
78
72
55
64
71
64
68
68
64
Alcohol-Impaired Driving Fatalities (BAC=.08+)**
206
207
194
207
230
199
205
202
203
210
212
Speeding-Related Fatalities
250
174
190
153
185
218
204
205
172
176
185
Total
131
111
111
118
152
115
124
118
113
127
128
Helmeted
31
21
18
19
30
19
26
23
19
22
23
Motorcycle Fatalities
Unhelmeted
95
84
88
95
116
82
89
89
89
100
98
Unknown
5
6
5
4
6
14
9
5
5
5
8
Total
1,126
991
1,091
1,043
1,109
1,092
1,121
1,069
1,042
1,081
1,081
Aged Under 15
2
1
2
1
3
2
3
2
1
2
2
Aged 15-20
145
115
123
99
127
102
84
128
112
116
109
Drivers Involved in Fatal Crashes
Aged Under 21
147
116
125
100
130
104
87
129
114
118
111
Aged 21 and Over
969
866
957
928
936
976
1,012
931
917
940
947
Unknown Age
10
9
9
15
16
12
22
9
11
13
14
Pedestrian Fatalities
54
50
62
62
59
76
78
55
58
61
66
Source: U.S. Department of Transportation and NHSTA Traffic Safety Facts: Indiana 2010-2013 Final and FARS 2014 ARF
*These performance measures were developed by the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) and the Governors Highway Safety Association (GHSA) (See Publication: DOT HS 811 025)
**Based on the BAC of the driver or motorcycle operator only
Core Outcome Measures

2012-2014
770
511
259
0
1
2
1
520
255
202
63
211
202
130
25
96
10
1,107
3
104
107
975
17
71
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State Demographics
Indiana consists of 92 counties and has an estimated 2014 population of 6,596,855. Sixty-two
percent of the population is between the ages of 18 and 64. Indiana residents are 86.1 percent
white, 9.6 percent black, and 6.6 percent identify as Hispanic or Latino. Persons under 5 years
old, under 18 years old, and 65 years old and over made up 6.4 percent, 24 percent, and 14.3
percent, respectively, of the population. In 2014, there were just under 7.1 million registered
vehicles on Indiana roads. Indiana has 12,000 miles of Interstate, U.S. and State Routes, and
66,000 miles of county roadways. In total, Indiana roadways have 97,288 centerline miles and
203,080 lane-miles.

FY 2017 Evidence-Based Traffic Safety Enforcement Plan Summary
Prior to awarding any grant funds in FY 2017 to subgrantees, a thorough data review of current
data resources and reports as well as forthcoming data resources will be undertaken. This review
will occur between the submission date of the HSP and the awarding of funds. ICJI staff will be
receiving the most recent and up-to-date data, reports, and analysis during this time. The specific
resources to be used and the information provided is outlined below.

Indiana University’s Public Policy Institute (PPI)
PPI provides ICJI with annual briefs and data analysis on collisions regarding alcohol, children,
commercial vehicles, dangerous driving, motorcycles, non-motorists, occupant protection, young
drivers, county profiles for all 92 Indiana counties, and a comprehensive Indiana Crash Facts
report utilizing the Indiana State Police ARIES data. Additionally, ICJI requests county level
data specific to program areas to address the need for funding (e.g. counties ranked by lowest
rate of restraint use or highest rate of DUI). These documents and data provide category-specific
analysis including highlighted age groups, limited time and spatial analysis, and cross tabulations
for injury level.

Purdue University’s Center for Road Safety (CRS)
CRS provides seat belt survey analysis and, in April 2016, provided a large data set identifying
the worst 5 percent of Indiana intersections and road segments from 2012 through 2014. These
data include injury level data and collision time. Additional analysis is being undertaken to
identify the worst of these 5 percent to determine areas requiring additional law enforcement
activity.

Odyssey Case Management System
The Odyssey Case Management system provides ICJI with access to electronically submitted
traffic citations, including the charges, dispositions, file date, and county in which the offense
occurred. Demographic information, including gender and race, can also be obtained. This is
one way ICJI can measure law enforcement activity during grant funded periods. Additionally,
these data will be used to determine areas of high risk for traffic violators and enforcement
activities to combat them.
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Operation Pull Over Database
ICJI’s OPO database provides similar, but less detailed information to the Odyssey Case
Management system. In additional to using it for similar analysis, the OPO database may also be
used to determine the most effective use and locations of grant funded man-hours.

Oracle Business Intelligence Enterprise Edition (OBIEE) – INDOT Answers
ICJI will also employ the OBIEE system from INDOT. This system allows additional querying
capabilities of Indiana State Police data and yields large datasets for additional analysis. This
system is updated daily with Indiana State Police data.
Using the previously noted data sources, ICJI will identify the areas of most concern for any
specific data metric (i.e. motorcycle fatalities). NHTSA’s “Countermeasures That Work” will
then be identified based on the specific need of a location or region of the state. Grantees will be
instructed on these specific countermeasures and trained to ensure program fidelity at the local
level. Program managers will provide a key role in the countermeasure implementation and will
be required to regularly and continuously monitor and adjust the countermeasure as needed.
While analysis is ongoing, these data sources have already allowed ICJI to identify the
following: worst Indiana counties across multiple measures such as restraint use and impaired
driving; the worst spans of time for collisions based specific variables; and roadways where
collisions are occurring. This allows ICJI’s Research Division to provide law enforcement with
specific plans of action for their program based on county specific data (e.g. days and times,
roadways, and maps of collision data).
ICJI is confident the data identified above will provide the necessary information to implement a
state-wide approach employing countermeasures resulting in improving traffic safety in Indiana.
By funding over 150 law enforcement agencies, utilizing the most up-to-date data, driving
“Countermeasures That Work” programming, and continuous monitoring of programs, ICJI’s
funding to local law enforcement will yield a positive traffic safety impact across the State of
Indiana.

Data Analysis and Target Setting
During development of the FY 2017 HSP, ICJI, and INDOT met to discuss the proposed targets
and methodology. INDOT staff is responsible for the Strategic Highway Safety Plan (SHSP)
and the Highway Safety Improvement Program (HSIP). ICJI and INDOT were in constant
contact during the development of the FY 2016 HSP. As part of this coordination, INDOT and
ICJI agreed to use serious injury (FHWA) and incapacitating injury (FARS) interchangeability
and defined as:
“Any injury, other than a fatal injury, which prevents the injured person from walking, driving or
normally continuing the activities the person was capable of performing before the injury
occurred. This includes: severe lacerations, broken or distorted limbs, skull or chest injuries,
abdominal injuries, unconsciousness at or when taken from the crash scene, and unable to leave
the crash scene without assistance. This does not include momentary unconsciousness.”
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INDOT will use serious injury in the SHSP and HSIP while ICJI will use incapacitating injury in
the FY 2017 HSP for purposes of consistency with their respective regulating USDOT agencies.
ICJI and INDOT also agreed to several identical common performance targets in their HSP and
HSIP. These common performance targets are:
1.
Number of fatalities
2.
Rate of fatalities per VMT
3.
Number of serious injuries (incapacitating injuries)
4.
Rate of serious injuries (incapacitating injuries) per VM
5.
Number of non-motorized fatalities and non-motorized serious injuries
(incapacitating injuries)
In addition to the data and targets discussed below, ICJI requested county-level data for 2013,
2014, and 2015 from PPI to determine traffic safety areas of concern at the county level.
Utilizing and analyzing these data, ICJI will determine the counties and regions of the state
requiring additional traffic safety activities and enforcement. These data will assist ICJI in
identifying the traffic safety partners able to provide the largest impact on Indiana roadways.
Counties and regions identified will be the focus of targeted campaigns throughout the year.
After identifying FY 2017 performance measures, ICJI determined FY 2017 short-term (one
year) and long-term (three year) goals utilizing data from the last seven years (2008-2014).
Projections for two percent, four percent, and six percent reductions for each year 2015 through
2017 were calculated based on linear trend projections, 2014 figures, the seven-year mean, and
the most recent three-year mean (2012-2014) to arrive at the most suitable and uniform approach
for all measures. ICJI determined a two percent reduction from the most recent three-year mean
(2012-2014) for 2015 was the appropriate method. The two percent reduction from the previous
year’s target was also was applied to 2016 and 2017. An example of the calculation is provided:
Figure 4: Target Calculation Example
Outcome Measure
Traffic
C-1
Fatalities

Annual Figures
3 Year Average
2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014
2012-2014
2014^
820

693

754

751

781

783

746

770

756

Targets
2015 2016

2017

755

725

740

2015 Target
2016 Target
2017 Target
Most recent 3 year average = 770-(770 x 2%) = 755 - (755 x 2%) = 740-(740 x 2%) = 725

Fatalities
In 2007, the American Association of State Highway Transportation Officials (AASHTO)
established the goal of reducing the national number of traffic fatalities by 50 percent over the
next 20 years by seeking an annual reduction of 1,000 deaths per year. Since 1969, when
Indiana traffic fatalities accounted for three percent of all traffic fatalities, Indiana’s portion of
traffic deaths has decreased to two percent, at an approximate rate of 20 fewer deaths annually
(see Figure 5). To fulfill Indiana’s portion of the national goal, the reduction rate of
approximately 20 fewer traffic fatalities each year must continue during this 20-year period.
Indiana has adopted this goal to reduce the number of traffic fatalities to 496 by 2027.
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Figure 5: Indiana Motor Vehicle Fatalities, 1969-2014
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Problem Identification
Traffic fatalities are on a general downward trend from 2008 through 2014. During this time,
annual fatalities ranged from a high of 820 in 2008 to a low of 693 in 2009. There was a small
increase from 2012 to 2013 (.38 percent), however there was a significant decrease of nearly 5
percent from 2013 to 2014. The seven-year mean for fatalities is 761. Fatalities per 100 million
vehicle miles traveled (MVMT) for urban areas has decreased by 11 percent since 2008, while
rural areas have decreased 10 percent over the same time. Overall fatalities per 100 MVMT is
down 15 percent from 2008. Males accounted for 73 percent of all crash fatalities. Persons aged
17-26 accounted for the 23.2 percent of all traffic fatalities, the largest portion of any 10 year age
range. “Failure to yield”, “Left of center”, and “Ran off road” as the primary collision factor
accounted for 48 percent of all fatal collisions. The 18 Indiana counties with the highest number
of traffic fatalities accounted for 52.2 percent of all traffic fatalities in the state. Lastly, the
largest portion (30.6 percent) of fatal collisions occurred between 12:00 pm and 5:59 pm.
Figure 6: Indiana Traffic Fatalities 2008-2014
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Over the past seven years, there was a 9.02 percent decrease in traffic fatalities in Indiana.
Despite an 8.8 percent increase in fatalities from 2009 to 2010 and a 4.0 percent increase from
2011 to 2012, traffic fatalities are once again on a downward trend. The rate change in traffic
fatalities per 100 million vehicle miles traveled from 2008 to 2014 mirrors out the downward
trend in total fatalities.
Figure 7: Indiana Traffic Fatalities per 100 Million Vehicle Miles Driven, 2008 - 2014
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Performance Measures and Targets:
Outcome Measure

Annual Figures

Targets

3 Year Average

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2012-2014

820

693

754

751

781

783

746

770

C-3 Fatalities Per 100 Million Vehicle Miles Driven

1.11

0.90

1.00

0.98

0.99

1.00

0.94

0.98

C-6

250

174

190

153

185

217

204

202

181

198

194

190

FARS

51450

-

-

-

-

OPO

C-1

Traffic Fatalities
Speeding-Related Fatalities

*Number of Speeding Citations and Arrests
A-3
66,394 100,230 107,151 86,702
During Grant Funded Enforcement
Fatalities Per 100 Million Vehicle Miles Traveled
15
1.80
1.46
1.67
1.66
- Rural
Fatalities Per 100 Million Vehicle Miles Traveled
16
0.65
0.57
0.59
0.57
- Urban
See Figure 2 on page 10 for notations

56,181 53,732 44,436

2014^ 2015
756

755

2016

2017 Data Source

740

725

1.02*^ 1.02^^ 1.02^^ 1.02^^

FARS
FARS

1.78

1.83

1.61

1.74

1.72

1.71

1.67

1.64

FARS

0.52

0.50

0.56

0.53

0.52

0.52

0.51

0.50

FARS

Law Enforcement Liaisons (LELs)
Project Number: CP-2017-01-00-00
Project Title: Community Traffic Safety Partners (Law Enforcement Liaisons)
Description: One method of reducing traffic fatalities is by encouraging active law enforcement
participation in traffic safety enforcement programs. ICJI participates in the two national
mobilization campaigns (Click It or Ticket and Drive Sober or Get Pulled Over) and two state
campaigns (Safe Family Travels and Dangerous Driving Enforcement). Active law enforcement
participation is imperative to the success of these federally required programs. A proven method
of increasing law enforcement participation is the utilization of Law Enforcement Liaisons
(LELs).
This project provides funds for the salaries of six regional LELs. Each LEL develops a traffic
safety plan for their assigned region. A large portion of Indiana is considered Rural, and the
majority of traffic fatalities occur in rural areas of the state. The LEL regional traffic safety plans
play a crucial role in fatality reduction. LELs are responsible for meeting with representatives
from law enforcement agencies to assist in developing, administering, and monitoring effective
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traffic safety programs and policies. Each year, LELs monitor their assigned law enforcement
agencies’ compliance with state and federal guidelines. The LELs also help their assigned
agencies with the coordination of media events during four overtime enforcement periods (this
includes two national and two state mobilizations) as well as distribute media kits to promote
traffic safety messaging. This project pays for salaries, travel, lodging, and equipment required to
complete the duties as assigned. Assigned program manager will provide oversight and
monitoring of this project.
Budget: $495,000

Incapacitating Injuries
Beginning October 15, 2014, the classification “incapacitating injuries” was changed to include
only individuals transported from a crash scene for immediate medical treatment. This change
resulted in a moderate increase in incapacitating injuries in 2014 compared to historic figures. We
anticipate that these numbers will continue to rise over the next few years as the change in
definition takes effect.
Because of this change in reporting, historical data cannot currently be used to analyze trends. As
more years of data are collected with the new definition of incapacitating injury, ICJI will once
again have the ability to make comparisons to previous years.
Figure 8: Indiana Incapacitating Injuries 2008-2014
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Performance Measure and Targets:
Outcome Measure

C-2

Incapacitating Injuries

Annual Figures

3 Year Average

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

3,382

3,179

3,443

3,405

3,816

3,441 5,493

2014

2012-2014
4250

Targets
2014^ 2015 2016 2017 Data Source
3483 4165 4082 4000

See Figure 2 on page 10 for notations

Dangerous Roadways
Project Number: M6OT-2017-03-00-00
Project Title: Summer Impaired Driving Enforcement Project
Description: The Summer Enforcement Project grant promotes a coordinated effort to reduce
alcohol impaired collisions and fatalities through highly visible and sustained traffic enforcement
in identified counties. The Summer Enforcement Project was designed to decrease alcohol
impaired collisions and fatalities in identified counties. For the purposes of this project, ICJI

PPI
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Traffic Safety Division established a definition of small, medium and large counties based on the
following criteria:
Number of Alcohol
County Type
Impaired Collisions
Small
Medium
Large

1-49
50-99
100+

Based on the number of alcohol-impaired collisions in each county for 2014, counties are
divided into the categories of small, medium, and large. The rate of alcohol-impaired collisions
per 1,000 total collisions is then calculated for each county. Counties are then ordered from
highest rate to lowest rate. The top 15 small, 10 medium, and 5 large counties are identified,
based on their rate of alcohol-impaired collisions.
After review and approval of the initial application, applicants are provided the suggested
enforcement areas from ICJI based on research of their county where alcohol-impaired collisions
are occurring. Based on five-year trend data, alcohol-impaired collisions are mapped. The map
and a list of roadways where alcohol-impaired collisions are most frequently occurring are
provided to agencies as a basis for their enforcement. This further provides participating
agencies not only the problem areas, but also the days and times of impaired crashes so that
enforcement can be planned to provide the best strategies to reduce fatality and injury rates in
these areas.
Budget: $500,000
Figure 9: Law Enforcement Liaisons and Summer Impaired Driving Enforcement Project

Project Number
CP-2015-01-00-00
M6OT-2015-03-00-00

Project Title

Budget

Budget Source

Law Enforcement Liaisons

$495,000

402

Summer Impaired Driving Enforcement Project

$500,000
$995,000

405 D

Total All Funds

Highway Safety Plan Programs
Occupant Protection
Problem Identification
The 2014 observational seat belt survey results show more than 91 percent of occupants in
passenger cars wear their seat belts. Indiana’s passenger vehicle seat belt usage rate increased
from a low of 62.1 percent, in 2000, to 91.6 percent in 2013. From 2013 to 2014, however, the
state appears to have lost some ground with pickups. The usage rate in that category decreased
from 81.8 percent to 79.1 percent. This would account for the overall decrease in seat belt use
from 2013 to 2014.
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Figure 10: Indiana Seat Belt Usage Rates 2004-2014
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Source: CRS

Research shows vehicle seating positions are linked to the rate of seat belt usage and the risk of
injury for all vehicle occupants. The risk of incapacitating injury was greater for all unrestrained
passengers. In 2014, approximately 52 percent of drivers killed were not properly restrained,
which resulted in drivers being 14 times more likely to be killed when they were unrestrained.
Approximately 56 percent of individuals killed in the front passenger seat and 43 percent of
individuals killed in the rear seating positions were not properly restrained.
While ICJI seeks to continue increasing seat belt usage across the state, research shows that
efforts should be focused on certain demographics. Data shows of those killed in 2014
collisions, restraint use was lowest in the 25-34 age group (29.5%), followed closely by the 1524 age group (32.5%). Additionally, for both males and females, ages 8-14 represent the highest
proportion of unrestrained vehicle occupants in a collision from each year 2010-2014. Seat belt
usage rates for all persons involved in collisions were lower in less densely populated locales, or
exurban and rural, than in urban and suburban areas. It also appears there are lower seat belt
rates in southwestern counties than in other parts of the state. Please note the definitions for
population locales (rural, urban, suburban, exurban) used here are taken from the U.S. Census
Bureau and utilized in PPI fact sheets. Therefore, rural and urban are defined differently in these
specific references than NHSTA standards. Restraint use is the lowest between 12 am and 5 am.
Compared with 2008, 2014 saw a nearly 29 percent decrease in the number of unrestrained
passenger vehicle occupant fatalities. Indiana is now at a seven-year low of 190 unrestrained
fatalities in 2014. The seven-year mean for unrestrained passenger vehicle occupant fatalities is
211.
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Performance Measures and Targets:
Outcome Measure

Annual Figures

Targets

3 Year Average

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2012-2014

Unrestrained Passenger Vehicle Occupant
Fatalities (All Seat Positions)

267

206

208

192

214

201

190

201.67

198

198

B-1

Observed Seatbelt Usage Rate (%)

91.2

92.6

92.4

93.2

93.6

91.6

90.2

91.80

87*^

A-1

*Number of Seat Belt Citations During Grant
Funded Enforcement

72560

-

C-4

108,956 113,577 105,746 99,077

82,961 70,134 64,586

2014^ 2015

2016

2017 Data Source

194

190

FARS

88^^ 88.5^* 89^*

FARS

-

-

-

See Figure 2 on page 10 for notations

Project Number: OP-2017-01-00-00
Project Title: Program Management
Description: This project provides funds for the occupant protection program manager to
coordinate and oversee the occupant protection initiatives. Program manager responsibilities
include monitoring sub-grantee compliance and performance, promoting education, and
enforcement of occupant protection laws. Funds are used for the program manager’s salary,
benefits, and travel costs to conferences and trainings.
Budget: $75,000
Project Number: OP-2017-02-00-00
Project Title: Operation Pull Over (OPO) Enforcement
Description: ICJI provides funds which are allocated to state and local law enforcement
agencies to conduct high visibility enforcement during four mobilization periods throughout the
year and additional enforcement as needed. Local law enforcement agencies will work the two
National Blitz periods as well as the two state mobilizations. Eligibility of events and
enforcement techniques will be reviewed and approved by the program manager prior to funding.
Beginning in FY16, OPO applicants utilized county specific data reflecting traffic collisions and
injuries to set outcome measures and targets. This improved efficiency and allowed for datadriven decisions. This method was first successfully implemented for the ICJI Rural
Demonstration Project in FY15. It was additionally modified and successfully implemented for
the ICJI Rural Demonstration Project in FY16, with more significant data driven improvements
where ICJI researchers identified specific segments of roadways and intersections where crashes
occurred with unbelted drivers and passengers.
OPO is Indiana’s primary seat belt enforcement program. All OPO participating agencies must
work both national blitzes (Click it or Ticket and Drive Sober or Get Pulled Over) and two
statewide mobilizations. At least 12.5 percent of grant funds must be spent per blitz, for a total
of 50 percent being used for blitz enforcement. The remaining 50 percent can be used for
additional enforcement periods determined by the local agencies based on local traffic data and
community events.
All grantees are required to conduct at least 40 percent of their enforcement during nighttime
hours (6:00 p.m. to 6:00 a.m.). Sub-grantees are required to report fiscally and programmatically
on a quarterly basis in the Egrants system. They also are required to report all enforcement
within 15 days of the end of the enforcement period in ICJI’s OPO database. Seat belts remain
the top priority, but applicants can request funding to address other high risk driving behaviors
should their local data indicate a need.

OPO
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Programs that receive DUI Task Force funding must use those funds for impaired driving patrols
and should not use OPO funds for additional DUI patrols. Funding is used to provide overtime
to officers working enforcement and administrative hours for enforcement planning and
reporting.
Assigned program manager will provide oversight and monitoring of this project. Monitoring of
the project will include assurance that all activities performed are an effective use of 402 funds
for traffic safety enforcement only and the overtime enforcement activity conducted at
community events is only related to traffic safety.
Budget: $2,817,000
Figure 11: Seat Belt Citations During Grant Funded Enforcement Activity 2008-2014
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Project Number: M1X-2017-03-00-00
Project Title: Rural Demonstration Project
Description: Since 2005, the RDP program has been highly effective in increasing seat belt
usage rates in rural areas. Since the majority of unrestrained fatalities occur in rural areas, this
enforcement is scheduled to occur three to four weeks before the National Click It or Ticket
mobilization in an effort to emphasize rural seat belt usage. Rural counties are identified using
FARS and census data and given top priority to receive funding in this project. Both rural and
rural/mixed counties were selected for inclusion based on rates of unrestrained individuals in
collisions per 10k population in 2014. Any law enforcement agency can apply for overtime
funds for seat belt enforcement, however, those identified as rural and rural/mixed based on
unrestrained collision rates are given precedence. Subgrantees are required to conduct
enforcement patrols for roadway segments and intersections provided by ICJI. Once the
enforcement locations and traffic collision maps are made available to subgrantees, they are
required to write a descriptive enforcement plan. Subgrantees are required to report fiscally and
programmatically within 15 days of the end of the enforcement period through the Egrants
system. Speed, DUI, and other projects are not eligible for these enforcement funds. Funding is
used to provide overtime to officers working enforcement and administrative hours for
enforcement planning and reporting.
Assigned program manager will provide oversight and monitoring of this project. Monitoring of
the project will include assurance that all activities performed are an effective use of 405B funds
for appropriate enforcement activities.
Budget: $80,000
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Project Number: PT-2016-04-00-00 and M6OT-2017-01-00-00
Project Title: Indiana State Police
Description: Funding is provided to ISP to enforce all traffic safety laws. Officers conduct
saturation patrols and sobriety checkpoints to combat dangerous driving, seat belt violations, and
impaired driving. ISP is required to participate in all the national mobilizations as well as any
other activities determined by ICJI. ISP enforcement is comprised of six separate projects:
 Combined Accident Reduction Effort (CARE)
o Targets peak holiday travel periods on major roadways.
 Rural Demonstration Project (RDP)
o Targets occupant protection violations.
 Operation Pull Over (OPO)
o Targets occupant protection violations, impaired and/or dangerous driving.
 Statewide Driving Under the Influence Enforcement Project (DUIEP)
o Targets impaired driving.
 Selective Traffic Enforcement Project (STEP)
o Targets all crash causation violations on all roads, except interstates.
 Motorcycle Unit Patrol (MUP)
o Targets primary speed violations occurring on high-traffic roads.
All programs have a zero tolerance policy requiring officers write a citation, not a warning,
whenever impaired driving, passenger restraint violations, graduated driver license violations,
and motorcycle violations occur. At least 40 percent of their enforcement efforts must be during
nighttime enforcement hours (6:00 p.m. to 6:00 a.m.). ISP concentrates their enforcement on the
areas where local law enforcement have not received other grant funds from ICJI to conduct
enforcement. ISP is required to report fiscally and programmatically on a quarterly basis in the
Egrants system. They are also required to report all enforcement within 15 days of the end of the
period in ICJI’s OPO database. Funding pays for the officers’ salaries, overtime, training,
equipment, and travel.
Assigned program manager will provide oversight and monitoring of this project. Monitoring of
the project will include assurance that all activities performed are an effective use of 402 and
405D funds for appropriate enforcement activities.
Budget: $1,166,000
Figure 12: Occupant Protection Program Budget Summary

Project Number

Project Title

OP-2017-01-00-00

Program Management

OP-2017-02-00-00

Operation Pull Over

M1X-2017-03-00-00

Rural Demonstration Project

PT-2017-04-00-00
M6OT-2017-01-00-00

Total All Funds

Indiana State Police

Budget

Budget Source

$75,000

402

$2,817,000

402

$80,000
$1,166,000
$3,961,000

405 B
402 / 405 D
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Teen Driving and Children
Problem Identification
In 2014, drivers ages 21 to 24 years old had the highest involvement in fatal collisions per
10,000 licensed drivers of any age group (3.6, compared to 2.9 for drivers ages 25 to 34 years
and 2.6 for drivers ages 15 to 20 years). Drivers ages 21 to 24 also suffered the highest rate of
drivers killed per 10,000 licensed. Thirty-four drivers ages 15 to 20 were killed in 2014
collisions, a 23 percent decrease from 2013. More than 300 young drivers (ages 15 to 20) in
2014 crashes were legally impaired, but no impaired drivers in this age group were killed. For
any 6 hour time period, the highest number of young drivers in injury collisions occurred
between 12pm and 5:59pm (41 percent). Ten of Indiana’s 92 counties accounted for 51 percent
of all young drivers in injury collisions, including some of Indiana’s most populated urban
counties (Marion, Lake, and Vanderburgh) and counties that serve as the locations of large
universities (Monroe, Tippecanoe, and St. Joseph). The top two primary contributing factors in
these collisions were “failure to yield right of way” (21.6 percent) and “following too closely”
(15.6 percent) which accounted for more than 37 percent of all young drivers involved in injury
collisions.
Figure 13: Drivers Aged 20 and Under Involved in Fatal Crashes 2008-2014
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In 2014, there was a 1.5 percent increase in the number of children (ages 0 to 14 years) injured in
traffic collisions. The number of child motor vehicle occupants injured in crashes increased 3.3
percent, while the number of child motor vehicle occupants killed in collisions decreased 55
percent (from 22 child vehicle occupant fatalities in 2013 to 10 in 2014). Among unrestrained
children involved in a collision, 14.7 percent suffered a fatal or incapacitating injury. Children
ages 8 to 14 years old had the lowest restraint usage rate (81.6 percent) of any child age group in
collisions. Nearly half (48.7 percent) of child traffic injuries occurred in collisions between 12pm
and 5:59pm. “Failure to yield right of way”, “following too closely”, and “disregarding a signal”
were the top three primary factors that contributed to the most child injuries in collisions,
accounting for 48.7 percent of all 2014 child traffic injuries.
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Figure 14: Children Aged 15 and Under Killed in Traffic Collisions 2008-2014
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Project Number: M6X-2017-01-00-00
Project Title: Program Management
Description: This project funds a program manager to oversee Child Passenger Safety, Excise
Police, Indiana SADD, pedestrian, pedalcyclist, and teen driver programs. Salary, benefits, and
travel costs will be paid for by this project.
Budget: $75,000
Project Number: M6X-2017-07-00-00
Project Title: SADD - Teen Traffic Safety
Description: A primary method for Indiana to address the number of teens killed and injured in
teen driving crashes is through the statewide Students Against Destructive Decisions (SADD)
program. Indiana SADD receives grant funds from ICJI to support a full-time coordinator, parttime program manager, and an intern to implement statewide programs aimed at strengthening
teen traffic safety programs at middle schools, high schools, and college campuses. SADD
programs use peer-to-peer education and prevention strategies. Programs focus on increasing
teen seat belt usage, reducing speed, and the elimination of impaired and distracted driving.
Indiana SADD establishes student-led chapters in middle schools, high schools, and colleges
where peer-to-peer training occurs to create local teen traffic safety advocates. Indiana SADD
uses injury and fatality data to recruit additional schools each year in areas seeing the highest
injuries and fatalities. Funds are also used to pay for travel and equipment costs for training and
activities at more than 150 schools throughout the state. Equipment costs may include, but are
not limited to, hands on teaching aids, such as the texting and driving simulator, seat belt
convincer, and seat belt challenge. Through these programs and hands on activities, Indiana
SADD reaches teenagers all over the state. Assigned program manager will provide oversight
and monitoring of this project.
Budget: $150,000
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Project Number: Funding provided by State Farm Insurance
Project Title: Rule the Road – Teen Traffic Safety
Description: ICJI partners with State Farm Insurance to conduct a unique program entitled Rule
the Road. Rule the Road is a collaboration between ICJI, Indiana SADD, law enforcement
agencies, schools, and communities to improve teen driver safety. Rule the Road events are held
throughout the state providing teens with hands-on driving training through certified emergency
vehicle operator instructors. These events also educate young drivers and their parents about the
GDL law, basic car maintenance, seat belt safety, and dangers of distracted and impaired driving.
This funding allows for approximately six events to be held throughout the state. Assigned
program manager will provide oversight and monitoring of this project.
Budget: $15,000 (State Farm)
Project Number: Funding provided by Ford Driving Skills for Life
Project Title: Ford Driving Skills for Life – Teen Traffic Safety
Description: ICJI has sent in a proposal to partner with Ford Driving Skills for Life to create a
contest for teens across the state promoting seat belt usage. With these funds, ICJI will ask high
schools across the state to complete Quick Click Challenge Contests and create a video. The
video will require them to create messaging about the importance of seat belt use. Once
completed the video will be uploaded to YouTube and a winner will be chosen.
Budget: $15,000 (Ford Driving Skills for Life)
Project Number: M6X-2017-06-00-00
Project Title: Underage Drinking - Teen Traffic Safety
Description: ICJI provides grant funding to the Indiana Excise Police as a separate project to
address underage drinking. The Indiana Excise Police’s alcohol countermeasure programs are
aimed at underage alcohol consumption and impaired driving. The Indiana State Excise Police
use Stop Underage Drinking and Sales (SUDS), Cops in Shops (CIS), and Intensified College
Enforcement (ICE) to reach their goal of reducing the availability and use of alcoholic beverages
by persons less than 21. A reduction in the illegal consumption, possession, and sale of alcoholic
beverages to underage persons can greatly decrease the chance of impaired driving collisions.
SUDS details are conducted at large events, such as concerts, where underage drinking often
occurs. CIS allows officers to work one-on-one with alcoholic beverage establishment
employees on how to recognize false identifications. ICE details are conducted on college
campuses throughout the state to increase enforcement and education.
The project’s goal is to reduce risky behaviors, like underage drinking and binge drinking, in
order to promote safer communities for students and local residents. These programs offer both
education and enforcement activities to reduce underage impaired driving and therefore
collisions. Assigned program manager will provide oversight and monitoring of this project.
Budget: $220,000
Project Number: M1X-2017-01-00-00
Project Title: Children less than 15 years of age as unrestrained passenger vehicle occupant
fatalities
Description: ICJI provides funding to Indiana University’s Automotive Safety Program (ASP).
ASP utilizes grant funds to reduce the number of children (under 15 years of age) who could be
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seriously injured or killed in a motor vehicle crash. The primary objective is to have each child
properly restrained in a car seat, booster seat, or vehicle seat belt according to best practice. This
is accomplished through:
 NHTSA child safety seat technician and instructor trainings for emergency personnel and
other interested individuals.
 Basic awareness courses for emergency personnel and other interested individuals.
 Child Passenger Safety refresher courses for technicians and instructors.
 The planning and hosting of a Child Passenger Safety Conference.
 Statewide outreach on properly restraining children to non-English speaking populations.
 Safe Kids Indiana supports a network of coalitions and chapters across the state. These
chapters and coalitions are dedicated to addressing proper vehicle restraint for children 815 years of age, pedestrian safety, and bicycle safety.
 A program designed for the classroom to teach the importance of belt use for children 812. This program is entitled Belt Abouts and will be provided through the Safe Kids
Indiana network.
Assigned program manager will provide oversight and monitoring of this project. Monitoring
will include assurance of the education and resources directed to all vulnerable populations under
the age of 15.
Budget: $767,000
Project Number: M1X-2017-03-00-00
Project Title: Operation Kids: Next Generation
Description: This project will provide funding to encourage the utilization of the NHTSA
Operation KIDS Curriculum for law enforcement. Funding will be provided to law enforcement
officers who attend the Child Passenger Safety Basic Awareness Course. Conducting this course
will improve the understanding of the importance of making child passenger safety enforcement
a priority. Increasing officer knowledge can decrease the number of children riding unsafely.
ICJI believes conducting these courses will also increase the number of LEA participating as
permanent fitting stations and child passenger safety technicians. Assigned program manager
will provide oversight and monitoring of this project. Monitoring will include assurance of the
education and resources directed to all vulnerable populations under the age of 15.
Budget: $15,000
Project Number: Funding provided by State Violation Fund
Project Title: Child Restraint Distribution Grant
Description: ICJI receives funding from the Child Restraint Violation fund to distribute car seats
to families currently receiving assistance. This grant will be utilized to fund the network of
permanent fitting stations (PFS) across the state. These PFS each have a certified child
passenger safety technician available for education, providing car seats (when appropriate), and
advocate for child occupant protection. Currently, there are more than 90 PFSs throughout
Indiana in 49 counties (see Attachment 1: Occupant Protection for a list of Indiana counties with
a PFS). ICJI will also provide funding to the network of PFSs to provide child restraints at
special events and one day clinics. Assigned program manager will provide oversight and
monitoring of this project. Monitoring will include assurance of the education and resources
directed to all vulnerable populations under the age of 15.
Budget: $145,000
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Figure 15: Teen Driving and Children Budget Summary

Project Number

Project Title

PT-2017-01-00-00

Program Management

M6X-2017-07-00-00

SADD – Teen Traffic Safety

Budget

Budget Source

$75,000

402

$150,000

405 D

Rule the Road (RTR) – Teen Traffic Safety

$15,000

State Farm

Ford Driving Skills

Teen Traffic Safety

$15,000

Ford

M6X-2017-06-00-00

Underage Drinking – Excise Police

$220,000

405 D

M1X-2017-01-00-00

Children Under 15, Unrestrained (ASP)

$767,000

405 B

M1X-2017-03-00-00

Operation Kids: Next Generation

$15,000

402

State Violation Fund

Child Restraint Distribution Grant

$145,000 State Violation Fund

Total All Funds

(Excluding State Farm, Ford, and State Violation Funding)

State Farm

$1,372,000

Pedestrians and Bicyclists
Problem Identification
In 2014, there we 2,701 pedestrians and bicyclists involved in traffic collisions. Combined, these
groups saw a small decrease (.63 percent) in the number of persons involved in collisions. With
the continual increase in the number of bicyclists and bicycle-friendly areas across the state,
bicyclists were involved in 10.3 percent fewer collisions in 2014 compared with 2013. Since
they are the most vulnerable group, pedestrians suffered the highest increase, 5.3 percent, of the
non-motorist groups from 2013 to 2014. Pedestrians and pedalcyclists aged 15 to 24 involved in
collisions had the highest involvement rates of the age groups. Pedestrians and pedalcyclists
were most likely to be involved in collisions during the hours of 3pm and 6pm and on weekdays.
Figure 16: Pedestrian Fatalities 2008-2014
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Figure 17: Bicyclists and Other Cyclists Fatalities 2008-2014
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Performance Measures and Targets:
Outcome Measure
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See Figure 2 on page 10 for notations

Annual Figures
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Project Number: M1X-2017-02-00-00
Project Title: Pedestrian Fatalities/Bicyclists and Other Cyclists Fatalities
Description: In FY 2017 ICJI will continue forward with the enforcement and education
programs to address the non-motorist population. Issues regarding pedestrians and cyclists are
diverse and impact communities differently. A competitive funding announcement will allow
communities in Indiana to provide data driven problem identifications and solutions for their
unique circumstances. Using “Countermeasures That Work”, these programs could include
bicycle education programs, such as bicycle rodeos, and highly visible and publicized pedestrian
enforcement campaigns. All applications must contain an evaluation component that the
community and ICJI will use to determine the effectiveness of the programs.
In FY 2016, ICJI awarded limited funding to agencies demonstrating a need for pedestrian
and/or bicycle programs aimed at reducing injuries and fatalities. The number of agencies
requesting funding doubled in FY 2016 and we expect another increase for FY 2017. These
projects combine education and enforcement. Communities in which these activities are being
held are gaining education and seeing a slight reduction in pedestrian and bicycle fatalities. ICJI
feels continued funding would help reduce these numbers further. In FY 2017, ICJI will
consider proposals from communities throughout the state to assist in addressing the outcome of
their action plan. Assigned program manager will provide oversight and monitoring of this
project.
Budget: $150,000
Figure 18: Pedestrian and Cyclist Budget Summary

Project Number
M1X-2017-02-00-00

Total All Funds

Project Title
Pedestrian and Cyclist Fatalities

Budget
$150,000
$150,000

Budget Source
405 B
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State Traffic Safety Information System Improvements
Problem Identification
ICJI has access to an excellent data resource in the ARIES database. These data allow detailed
analysis of collision data. Due to data analysis limitations at ICJI, the expertise of organizations
such as CRS at Purdue University and Indiana University’s PPI are needed. Both CRS and PPI
provide numerous reports and data for ICJI and/or public consumption. Additional partnerships
with the IDHS, ISDH, and the Division of State Court Administration provide access to data ICJI
would not otherwise possess. Starting in 2016, ICJI will also have access to the software
program called Safety Needs and Intervention Programs 2 (SNIP 2). SNIP 2 is a planning
analysis software tool to support network screening for traffic safety needs. In the future SNIP2
will serve as the primary tool for conducting road network screening for safety needs. SNIP2
may also be utilized to conduct systemic safety studies and various forms of traffic safety
network planning analysis. The aim of SNIP2 is to assist with effective asset planning and
budget utilization for the traffic safety improvement program.
All the projects with these partners seek to (1) improve the timeliness, accuracy, completeness,
uniformity, integration, and accessibility of the safety data that the State needs to identify
priorities for national, State and local highway and traffic safety programs; (2) evaluate the
effectiveness of efforts to make such improvements; (3) link the State data systems, including
traffic records, with other data systems within the State, such as systems that contain medical,
roadway, and economic data; (4) create working groups within the TRCC to develop systems for
tracking patient data from the crash, to the EMS provider, to the hospital/trauma center
destination, including discharge; (5) to evaluate and make recommendations to bring the State’s
Police Accident Report (PAR) in line with the most recent MMUCC standards; and (6) to
improve the compatibility and interoperability of the States’ data systems with national traffic
safety data systems and data systems of other States and enhance NHTSA’s ability to observe
and analyze national trends in crash occurrences, rates, circumstances, and outcomes.
Project Number: M3DA-2017-01-00-00
Project Title: Program Management/Traffic Records Coordinator
Description: This project funds the traffic records coordinator, who is responsible for managing
Indiana’s crash records system, chairing the State Traffic Records Coordinating Committee
(TRCC), management of the Traffic Records subgrantees, recruiting agencies to electronically
report crashes, and instituting initiatives to improve the timeliness, accuracy, completeness,
uniformity, integration, and accessibility of crash records.
Budget: $75,000
Project Number: M3DA-2017-03-00-00
Project Title: Indiana Supreme Court - eCWS
Description: This project pays for server costs to maintain traffic ticket data, computer
equipment (Window and iPad tablets, laptops, printers, and scanners) to run the eCWS program,
provide law enforcement eCWS training and support, and to maintain the Desktop and Central
Repository applications for the electronic Citation and Warning System (eCWS). Citation data is
uploaded into the courts’ Odyssey case management system, which is linked to the BMV and can
be accessed by ICJI and other state agencies. This project also serves to enhance the e-CWS
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software to allow mapping data to be updated in a more timely and precise manner. The Traffic
Records Coordinator will provide oversight and monitoring of this project.
Budget: $340,000
Project Number: M3DA-2017-02-00-00
Project Title: Purdue University – Center for Road Safety
Description: This project funds data analysis conducted by Purdue University’s Center for Road
Safety (CRS). CRS will release two publications linking crash, hospital inpatient/outpatient
databases, and BMV data. CRS also designs, implements, and analyzes results from the
observational seat belt usage surveys. CRS links data submitted by EMS providers into the Crash
Outcome Data Evaluation System (CODES). CRS will provide two CODES projects: (1)
screening for road segments experiencing both high crash incidence and impaired driver
incidence and (2) analysis of motorcycle crash outcomes based on previous training experience,
socio-economic characteristics, and operator behavior (citations). Funding is used for salaries,
benefits, printing, and other administrative costs associated with this program. Assigned
program manager will provide oversight and monitoring of this project.
Budget: $115,000
Project Number: TR-2017-01-00-00
Project Title: Indiana University – Public Policy Institute
Description: This project supports services provided by Indiana University’s Public Policy
Institute (PPI), including the identification of motor vehicle crash trends and creation of the
Indiana Traffic Trend Fact Sheets, an Indiana Crash Fact Book, and an Indiana County Profiles
Book. The fact sheets contain traffic-related data for the following categories: alcohol, children,
commercial vehicles, dangerous driving, motorcycles, non-motorists, occupant protection, and
young drivers. In addition, PPI publishes an annual Indiana Crash Fact Book. Based on input
from ICJI, the fact book for FY17 will be restructured. The problem identification section of the
fact book will be published as a separate face sheet. Also, the section of the fact book pertaining
to county data will be added to the county profiles. ICJI utilizes the information from these
publications to help set performance measures and distributes these publications to sub-grantees
to incorporate into their grant applications. PPI also provides ICJI with ad hoc data queries when
requested. Funding from this project pays for salaries, benefits, indirect costs, travel costs,
printing, and administrative costs. Assigned program manager will provide oversight and
monitoring of this project.
Budget: $350,000
Project Number: K10-2017-01-00-00
Project Title: Indiana Supreme Court – JTAC – Racial Profiling
Description: This project will increase the use of the electronic Citation and Warning System (eCWS) by law enforcement agencies that currently have officers not using the system (i.e. writing
paper tickets). The ticketing software in e-CWS has the ability to collect numerous data elements
for each driver on any given traffic stop. Race is one of the data elements collected through the
e-CWS. This grant will increase the number of agencies and their officers using the e-CWS. In
conjunction with the e-CWS software, the Supreme Court Division of State Court
Administration, Trial Court Technology, created a central repository to track every ticket and
warning issued. Officers upload all traffic tickets and warnings issued in the field to this
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database. The database includes geospatial information system (GIS) functionality. Using this
functionality, agencies are able to run reports on the specific type of street or highway where
traffic stops occurred, including Federal Aid Highways. Using the data in the central repository,
the Supreme Court and ICJI are able to conduct analysis reports which can be shared with the
public, or can be initiated at public request. In order to utilize the e-CWS, officers must be
trained in the use of the system, and provided the scanners and printers that are necessary to
implement the e-CWS. As part of the training, officers are advised and encouraged to complete
the race field to the best of their ability. Further, the Supreme Court issues a user manual as part
of the training which emphasizes the importance of the race field. Assigned program manager
will provide oversight and monitoring of this project.
Budget: $350,557
Project Number: M3DA-2017-04-00-00
Project Title: Indiana Department of Homeland Security – EMS Data
Description: This project provides funds to pay for server costs, training, and software necessary
for the EMS Data Registry programs web-based on-line reporting system. This system seeks to
link data submitted by EMS providers into CODES. In Indiana there are over 800 EMS providers
of which approximately 500 are stand-alone ambulance services, and over 300 are EMS
providers that are located in approximately 950 fire departments. This project aligns Indiana
EMS run reporting data with national NEMSIS requirements. Assigned program manager will
provide oversight and monitoring of this project.
Budget: $105,000
Project Number: M3DA-2017-05-00-00
Project Title: Indiana State Department of Health – Trauma Database
Description: This project funds improvements made to the statewide health trauma database.
This data includes intake and discharge data from hospitals regarding injuries resulting from
traffic crashes. There are 142 acute-care hospitals in Indiana that ISDH staff will work with to
have all submit trauma injury data into the registry. This task will pay for trauma registry
software, training, data importation, customization costs, software assurance, salary and benefits
for an injury epidemiologist, IOT annual housing and maintenance of state SQL server, pilot
rural hospital expansion of registry project (including training/travel, user group meetings,
hardware/software upgrade costs, and the purchase of annual maintenance of software from
vendors). Assigned program manager will provide oversight and monitoring of this project.
Budget: $170,252
Project Number: M3DA-2017-06-00-00
Project Title: Bureau of Motor Vehicles Data Compilation and Sharing
Description: This project funds the agreement with the Indiana Bureau of Motor Vehicles to
create an extract with all pertinent information regarding licensed Indiana driver’s including
driving history. This extract will be provided to Purdue University-Center for Road Safety and
Indiana University Public Policy Institute for purposes of analyzing Indiana highway traffic data.
This extract has been conducted for the past seven years and includes BMV traffic data from
2003 to present.
Budget: $2,000
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Project Number: M3DA-2017-07-00-00
Project Title: Department of Toxicology Backlog Reduction
Description: This project funds outsourcing to reduce the Indiana State Department of
Toxicology backlog of approximately 4,000 traffic related drug cases. While the alcohol
turnaround time for analysis is currently less than 60 days, the turnaround time for traffic related
drug cases submitted for analysis is approximately 8 months. This turnaround time for drug
analysis is delaying prosecution of impaired driving crashes and DRE evaluation results in all 92
Indiana counties. It is imperative that these forensic results be available for courts in a timely
manner to assist with prosecution decisions and expedite the adjudication of traffic related
offenses. This project will improve timeliness and completeness in the safety database systems
of crash and citation/adjudication. Assigned program manager will provide oversight and
monitoring of this project.
Budget: $400,000
Project Number: M3DA-2017-08-00-00
Project Title: Indiana State Police Crash Reconstruction Software
Description: This project funds the purchase of Photogrammetry and FARO crash
reconstruction software for Indiana State Police crash reconstructionists. This funding includes
in part an upgrade to current Photogrammetry software. Indiana State Police troopers provide
crash reconstruction services for local police agencies throughout Indiana. As a result, this
project will improve the timeliness, accuracy, completeness and uniformity of fatal crash
investigations completed throughout the State of Indiana. Assigned program manager will
provide oversight and monitoring of this project.
Budget: $65,000
Figure 19: State Traffic Safety Information System Improvements Program and Budget Summary
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Total All Funds
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Impaired Driving
Problem Identification

In 2014, there were 205 fatalities involving a driver or motorcycle operator with a BAC of .08 or
above, which was a 3.5 percent increase from 2013. However, the rate of 0.08+ BAC impaired
driving fatalities per 100M VMT has significantly decreased from a rate of .29 in 2012 to a rate
of .25 beginning in 2013 and continuing into 2014, a decrease of 13.8 percent. Of the 746
fatalities in 2014, 205 (27.5 percent) were the result of impaired driving. The number of
impaired driving citations and arrests during grant-funded enforcement activities has been on a
downward trend since 2012, decreasing 26.8 percent in 2014. Both males and females aged 21
to 24 years had the highest rates of alcohol impairment in collisions. The likelihood of alcoholimpaired fatal collisions was greatest in urban areas in 2014, with 42 percent of alcohol-impaired
collisions occurring in this locale.
Figure 20: Fatalities Involving Driver or Motorcycle Operator with .08 BAC or Above 2008-2014
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Figure 21: Impaired Driving Citations & Arrests During Grant-Funded Enforcement Activities 2008-2014
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Figure 22: Rate of .08+ BAC Impaired Driving Fatalities per 100 Million Vehicle Miles Driven 2008-2014
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Performance Measures and Targets:
Outcome Measure
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See Figure 2 on page 10 for notations

Project Number: M6X-2017-01-00-00
Project Title: Program Management
Description: This project funds a program manager to coordinate, monitor, and administer
impaired driving countermeasure grants. Program manager responsibilities include monitoring
sub-grantees for compliance and performance; collaborating with local, state, and community
organizations in developing and implementing impaired driving awareness campaigns; and
promoting enforcement of impaired driving laws. The program manager uses the OPO database
as well as PPI and LEL recommendations to develop impaired driving countermeasures, such as
sobriety checkpoints, to lower the occurrence of drunk driving crashes. The program manager
also works closely with the LELs to direct targeted training opportunities for officers in the field.
This project provides funds for the program manager’s salary, benefits, and travel costs to
impaired driving-related conferences and training seminars.
Budget: $75,000
Project Number: M6X-2017-09-00-01
Project Title: Impaired Driving Enforcement (Impaired Driving Task Force Indiana)
Description: This project funds overtime pay to officers participating in DUI task forces.
Nominal funds may be used by sub-grantees to purchase equipment, including sobriety
checkpoint signs and portable breath test (PBT) devices for effective impaired driving
enforcement. There may be limited funding available to agencies for reconstruction training and
prosecutor salaries to cover the costs of going to the scene of fatal crashes or training officers to
improve procedures. Located in counties with high levels of impaired driver crashes, subgrantees will conduct high visibility enforcement during three statewide blitzes. Saturation
patrols and sobriety checkpoints will also be performed. These high visibility enforcement
activities will also include impaired motorcyclists. In FY 2017, ICJI will use data driven
mapping and geo-targeting of crash data to encourage and select police agencies around the state
to participate in the 2017 Impaired Driving Task Force Program. This year, ICJI will plan to
combine the drugged driving and alcohol impaired driving programs by encouraging subgrantees
to promote one of the four quarterly enforcement efforts to drugged driving enforcement. This
can be accomplished by drugged driving saturation patrols, utilization of Drug Recognition
Experts (DREs) in the field, or highly publicized sobriety checkpoints with a focus on detecting
drug impaired drivers. Subgrantees will be required to use routine press releases and media
events to promote their enforcement efforts locally. There are approximately 150 Drug
Recognition Experts (DRE's) in Indiana. As specially trained officers, DRE's are able to
recognize drivers that are under the influence of drugs; which are often different than the more
easily recognized and studied effects of alcohol. Funding will be provided for DRE traffic
enforcement. These officers will be detailed to areas with high occurrences of drug use; funding
will be made available to those departments with trained DRE's.
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Recommended funding for this project will be distributed using 164 and 405 D money in a yearlong enforcement campaign managed by the Impaired Driving Program Manager with the Traffic
Safety Division.
Budget: $1,550,000 ($1,449,125 from 164 and $250,875 from 405 D)
Project Number: M1X-2017-04-00-01
Project Title: High Visibility Enforcement (HVE) Motorcycle Enforcement
Description: Since 2000, motorcycle registrations in Indiana have increased to an all-time high
of over 200,000 in the State of Indiana. Correspondingly, motorcycle fatalities have increased to
the highest levels since the late 1970s with a spike of 151 in 2012. A review of motorcycle
fatality crash records indicates two of the most common factors in motorcycle fatalities are
operator impairment and improper licensing of the operator. Additional examination of
motorcycle fatalities involving an operator who was impaired and/or improperly licensed
repeatedly shows behaviors such as excessive speed, weaving in traffic, leaving the roadway,
disregarding a traffic signal, and striking a slowing, stopped or parked vehicle. Deterring
intoxicated riding with high visibility law enforcement or stopping the impaired rider as a part of
a HVE activity prior to a crash is a very effective countermeasure. Further, convincing riders to
obtain their full motorcycle endorsement ensures at least a minimum level of knowledge and
skill.
Indiana State Police (ARIES) data on impaired rider fatalities from 2004 through 2012 clearly
indicate two areas of the state with the highest incidence of impaired rider fatalities. One area
was located across the northern part of the state and includes Lake, Porter, LaPorte, St. Joseph,
Elkhart, Noble, Dekalb, Allen, Whitley, and Kosciusko counties. The other area was the
southeast portion of Marion county, northeast Johnson and northwest Shelby counties. While
emphasizing these areas, local law enforcement agencies from across the State will be recruited
to conduct HVE motorcycle campaigns at motorcycle events such as “Poker Runs,” Swap Meets,
Bike Nights, and various charity rides. The ICJI will provide up to 5,000 motorcycle safety flip
books to the agencies conducting these campaigns to hand out to riders at these events.
Budget: $65,000
Project Number: M6X-2017-04-00-00
Project Title: Standard Field Sobriety Test (SFST)/Drug Recognition Expert (DRE)
Program
Description: This project provides funding for SFST training. Studies show officers who
complete SFST training courses are four times more successful at identifying impaired
drivers. ICJI requires all officers participating in federally funded DUI task forces be trained in
and successfully complete the SFST basic course. The basic officer SFST course consists of 24
hours of training on how to detect and test a suspected impaired driver and how to file cases
against the offender. In 2016, the TSD contracted Lt. Robert Duckworth of the Decatur County
Sheriff’s Department to conduct SFST refresher and DRE certification refresher courses. Lt.
Duckworth will continue to work with local law enforcement to ensure that officers are current
on their training. Assigned program manager will provide oversight and monitoring of this
project, as well as provide purchasing and travel assistance for scheduled training in and out of
Indiana.
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Advanced Roadside Impaired Driving Enforcement (ARIDE) and DRE programs also are funded
by this project. These programs provide officer training to better recognize drug-impaired
drivers. ARIDE training provides officers with an introduction to drug-impaired driving
detection. Indiana currently uses ARIDE training as pre-training for the DRE program. DRE
certification courses are available to officers. The training consists of nine days of classroom
instruction in the areas of physiology, onset and duration of drug impairment, signs and
symptoms of drugs, and the administration and interpretation of the 12-step test used in the drug
recognition process. Following the classroom portion DRE trainees are required to
evaluate several drug impaired individuals to demonstrate the officer's grasp of material and
worthiness for certification. This project pays for a SFST/DRE coordinator to instruct
trainings. Assigned program manager will provide oversight and monitoring of this project.
Budget: $200,000
Project Number: M6X-2017-06-00-00
Project Title: Traffic Safety Resource Prosecutor
Description: This project provides funds for Indiana’s Traffic Safety Resource Prosecutor
(TSRP) to train law enforcement officers and prosecuting attorneys on effective methods of
investigating and prosecuting traffic violators, with an emphasis on impaired driving. The TSRP
holds multiple trainings requiring a minimum of 20 attendees per session throughout the year.
The TSRP is available to officers and prosecutors for consultations regarding traffic offense
cases. The TSRP also reviews proposed traffic safety legislation. The TSRP attends ICJI’s
annual law enforcement update meetings every summer. This project will provide the TSRP’s
salary, benefits, travel, training costs, and one support staff. Assigned program manager will
provide oversight and monitoring of this project.
Budget: $185,000
Project Number: AL-2017-03-00-00
Project Title: Ignition Interlock
Description: This project funds a Judicial Outreach Liaison to provide instruction and training
regarding Indiana’s ignition interlock law to judges and judiciary staff across the state. Assigned
program manager will provide oversight and monitoring of this project.
Budget: $37,000
Figure 23: Impaired Driving Program and Budget Summary

Project Number
M6X-2017-01-00-00
M6X-2017-01-00-00
M6X-2017-01-00-00
M6X-2016-10-00-01

Project Title
Program Management
Impaired Driving Enforcement
(Impaired Driving Task Force Indiana)
Impaired Driving Enforcement
(Impaired Driving Task Force Indiana)
Motorcycle HVE (May to August)

Budget
$75,000
$1,449,125

Budget Source
405 D
164

$250,875

405 D

$65,000

405 D

M6X-2016-04-00-00

SFST/DRE Program

$200,000

405 D

M6X-2016-05-00-00

Traffic Safety Resource Prosecutor

$185,000

405 D

AL-2016-03-00-00

Ignition Interlock

$37,000

405 D

Total All Funds

$2,112,000
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Motorcyclist Safety
Problem Identification
In 2014, there were 124 motorcycle fatalities. This is an 8.8 percent increase from 2013.
However, the number of incapacitating injuries decreased, with 521 incapacitating injuries in
2014 compared to 536 in 2013. Collisions involving motorcycles predominately occurred during
clear weather conditions, on straight/level roads, on local/city roads, and during daylight hours.
Unhelmeted riders experienced higher fatal (3.2 percent) and incapacitating injury rates (15.7
percent) compared with those wearing helmets (2.8 percent and 11.6 percent, respectively).
Motorcycle fatalities per 100,000 registrations increased from 52.14 in 2013 to 55.98 in 2014,
but has significantly decreased since 2012 when the rate was at a seven-year high of 68.13. The
most common age group to be involved in a motorcycle collision was 45 to 54 years old.
“Failure to yield right of way” and “Following too closely” were the most common primary
factors attributed to unsafe actions by the motorcyclist.
Figure 24: Total Motorcycle Fatalities 2008-2014
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Figure 25: Unhelmeted Motorcycle Fatalities 2008-2014
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Figure 26: Motorcycle Fatalities per 100k Registrations 2008-2014
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Performance Targets and Measures:
Outcome Measure

Annual Figures

Targets

3 Year Average

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2012-2014

2014^ 2015

2016

2017 Data Source

C-7

Total Motorcycle Fatalities

131

111

111

118

152

114

124

130

125

127

125

122

FARS

C-8

Unhelmeted Motorcycle Fatalities

95

84

88

95

116

82

89

95.67

96

94

92

90

FARS

17

Motorcycle Fatalities per 100k Registrations

63.91

54.15

54.15

57.73

68.13

52.14

55.98

58.75

62

58

56

55

FARS

See Figure 2 on page 10 for notations

Project Number: M9X-2017-01-00-00
Project Title: Media/Public Awareness Campaign
Description: ICJI will purchase online and radio ads, as well as printed materials, and create
partnerships with rider events, and any other necessary media related to motorcycle safety and
motorist awareness. Media messaging is aimed at riders to educate them about how to complete
rider training courses, become properly licensed, and encourage riding sober i.e.: “Ride Sober or
Get Pulled Over.” ICJI previously purchased significant motorcyclist safety marketing featuring
Moto GP star Nicky Hayden, which is still regularly used by ABATE in monthly publications.
This marketing emphasizes wearing proper safety equipment, including a helmet, at all times
when riding on motorcycles. Areas reporting a large number of un-helmeted motorcyclist
fatalities will also receive additional focus. Riders will be educated at rider events about the
three most common primary factors attributed to unsafe actions by the motorcyclist.
In conjunction with our Governor’s proclamation of May as Motorcycle Safety Awareness
Month in Indiana, a motorcycle safety kick-off event is held at Monument Circle at the center of
Indianapolis. Earned media, including radio, television, and social blogs, help promote the event
and motorcycle presence and safety. Displaying yard signs and banners with the slogan “Save A
Life, Be Aware -Motorcycles Are Everywhere,” at this event and various “mayor’s rides” in high
crash rate counties throughout the northwestern corner of the state such as Lake, Porter, LaPorte,
and St. Joseph counties, provides a reminder to the general public that riding season is starting
and promotes awareness of the growing motorcycle presence during the coming months. Further,
bumper stickers displaying this message are available through the Indiana Bureau of Motor
Vehicles, and at branch locations across Indiana.
All motorcycle marketing and media will be strategic and focus on areas with the highest number
of motorcycle collisions and fatalities, as well as the highest number of motorcycle registrations.
In high motorcycle registration counties/areas, there will be specific paid media, including
traditional and digital, containing the messages “Save A Life, Be Aware - Motorcycles Are
Everywhere”, and “Look Out for Motorcycles.” to build awareness of motorcycle presence to
general motorists. Assigned program manager will provide oversight and monitoring of this
project.
Motorcyclist Safety and General Public Motorcycle Awareness Campaign Key Components
Target Audience:
 Motorcycle Safety for Motorcyclist
o Young males, ages 18 to 24
o Males, ages 40-55
 Motorcycle Awareness for General Public
o All drivers 16 and over
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Key Message(s):
 Motorcycle Safety for Motorcyclist
o Ride Sober or Get Pulled Over
o Get Legal, Get Licensed
 Motorcycle Awareness for General Public
o Be Aware, Motorcycles Are Everywhere
Budget: $150,000
Figure 27: Motorcyclist Safety Program and Budget Summary

Project Number

Project Title

Budget

Budget Source

M9X-2016-01-00-00

Media/Public Awareness Campaign

$150,000

405 F

Total All Funds

$150,000

Planning and Administration
Project Number: PA-2017-01-00-00
Project Title: Planning and Administration
Description: The planning and administration project funds the overall operations of the traffic
safety area. This includes the salary and benefits for the traffic safety director and staff as well
as a research associate. The ICJI executive director, deputy director, and legal staff will also bill
hours for work conducted on traffic safety projects. General office supplies, rent, utilities, and
IT support are included in the budget for this project along with travel to conferences and
trainings related to traffic safety programming. The Traffic Safety Division Director will
provide oversight and monitoring of this project.
Budget: $400,000
Project Number: PT-2017-05-00-00
Project Title: Statewide Training
Description: This project provides for an annual statewide training for all subgrantees and
potential subgrantees. Trainings are provided in three separate regions of the state to allow for
maximum attendance. Topics covered include, grant management and fraud prevention, legal
and/or legislative updates, available funding and training opportunities, and best practice
presentations. The Traffic Safety Division Director will provide oversight and monitoring of this
project.
Budget: $7,000
Project Number: PT-2017-06-00-00
Project Title: Program Success Awards
Description: This project provides for an annual awards and recognition ceremony for all
subgrantees and statewide partners. High performing agencies are recognized and awarded
equipment grants for the purpose of purchases related to traffic enforcement. Equipment grant
awards must be used to acquire equipment listed on an approved list. The Traffic Safety Division
Director will provide oversight and monitoring of this project.
Budget: $95,000
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Figure 28: Planning and Administration Budget Summary

Project Number
PA-2016-01-00-00

Project Title
Planning and Administration

PT-2016-05-00-00

Statewide Training

PT-2016-06-00-00

Program Success Awards

Total All Funds

Budget
$400,000

Budget Source
402

$7,000

402

$95,000
$502,000

402

Strategic Communications Plan
Plan Summary
ICJI will continue its effective efforts in targeting audiences to communicate messaging for
occupant protection; motorcycle safety and awareness; child passenger safety; young drivers;
impaired driving; dangerous driving; and bicyclist and pedestrian safety.
In addition to supplementing national messages, ICJI will place special emphasis on earned
media. ICJI works with local law enforcement and non-profit agencies to localize messages.
Experience has shown local media are much more receptive to speaking with representatives in
their local community, than simply publishing a media release from the state agency.
ICJI will continue to use digital media messaging to reach audiences ages 35 and younger.
Studies have shown this demographic does not consume traditional media, and rely instead on
their mobile devices to receive information. ICJI will also continue using some traditional media,
primarily radio, but since driving habits are developed at a young age, it’s important to place a
heavier emphasis on digital and social media channels.
ICJI will strengthen its partnerships with key organizations to meet message objectives. This
includes the Automotive Safety Partnership, Miracle Ride for Riley Hospital, ABATE and other
key groups that can assist in getting messages to targeted audiences. Additionally, when
appropriate, ICJI will hold media events with our partners, to further expand messaging.
Objectives
 Reduce the number of traffic collisions, injuries, and fatalities that result from impaired
driving and motorcycle riding, speeding, improper restraint use, and distracted and
aggressive driving – by utilizing highly targeted digital media, social media, radio, and
earned media, which is effectively communicated;




Raise awareness of national traffic safety campaigns through statewide paid media
(primarily digital, social and radio), in conjunction with localized earned media. These
efforts will publicize statewide HVE efforts;
Build and sustain partnerships with key individuals and organizations to maintain
awareness, between statewide advertising campaigns, which deliver large target
audiences during non-enforcement periods;
Plan and execute a series of communication activities which effectively convey the
dangers and consequences of impaired, dangerous, and distracted driving behaviors, in
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addition to increasing seat belt usage. Paid and earned media exposure will successfully
heighten awareness and increase positive behavioral change;
Maintain an integrated calendar of paid and earned media events.

Communications Calendar
Ongoing/Season Long
Project Title: Year-long Campaign Specific Awareness (Indianapolis Colts) – Awareness
Partnership
Project Budget: $80,000
Project Number:
Funding Stream: 402 & 405 D
Target Audience:
 All Indiana drivers
Key Message(s):
 Don’t Drive Distracted
 Buckle Up, It Saves Lives
 Drive Sober or Get Pulled Over
 The Right Seat Matters, Is Your Child in It?
 Any Traffic Safety Related Campaign
Synopsys: With nearly 1.5 million fans who attend, watch, or listen to games, the Indianapolis
Colts are among the most popular sports team in Indiana. This partnership provides the
opportunity to expose fans to multiple messages throughout the season, while expanding through
relevant social media and more traditional channels – furthering our reach across multiple
demographics. The availability for onsite mascot/personality visits, and game day booth space at
multiple games, increases messaging exposure, and provides more draw for media involvement
at possible partner events (i.e. with Indiana SADD, Automotive Service Program, etc.).
Project Title: Drive Sober or Get Pulled Over and Drive Now. TXT L8R (Banker’s Life
Fieldhouse) – Awareness Partnership
Project Budget: $60,000
Project Number:
Funding Stream: 402 & 405 D
Target Audience:
 All Indiana drivers
Key Message(s):
 Drive Sober or Get Pulled Over
 Drive Now. TXT L8R
Synopsys: With more than two million annual customers, this is the busiest public building in
Indiana. The message on the way in is “Drive Sober or Get Pulled Over.” The message on exit
will be “Drive Now. TXT L8R.” The partnership further allows for campaign-specific
announcements at the venue, as well as traditional radio advertising before and after each event.
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Project Title: Teen Seat Belt Usage, Don’t Drive Distracted and Underage Drinking and
Driving (WHMB TV40 Indianapolis) – Awareness Partnership
Project Budget: $26,000
Project Number:
Funding Stream: 402 & 405 D
Target Audience:
 Teen drivers – ages 13-18
Key Message(s):
 Buckle Up, It Saves Lives
 Don’t Drive Distracted.
 If You’re Underage, Don’t Drink. It’s That Simple.
Synopsys: Reaching nearly 1.1 million homes, WHMB TV40 is the premier provider for high
school sports in the Central Indiana area. From 2013-2015, the Central Indiana area has seen
close to 17,000 automobile collisions from this age group, resulting in 6,012 injuries and 73
deaths. This represents 25 percent of the collisions and 45 percent of the injuries and fatalities
that occurred within the state from 2013-2015 for this age group. Through the use of TV spots,
live announcements, and promotional mentions, we will partner with WHMB TV40 to deliver
targeted messaging to our intended audience in an effort to reduce the number of teen collisions,
injuries, and deaths due to unrestrained driving, driving distracted, and driving while under the
influence.
Project Title: Teen Seat Belt Usage, Don’t Drive Distracted and Underage Drinking and
Driving (WHME TV46 South Bend) – Awareness Partnership
Project Budget: $18,000
Project Number:
Funding Stream: 402 & 405 D
Target Audience:
 Teen drivers – ages 13-18
Key Message(s):
 Buckle Up, It Saves Lives
 Don’t Drive Distracted.
 If You’re Underage, Don’t Drink. It’s That Simple.
Synopsys: With a 15 county radius and reaching nearly 440,000 homes, WHME TV46 is the
premier provider for high school sports in the South Bend area. From 2013-2015, the South Bend
area has seen close to 13,000 automobile collisions from this age group, resulting in 1,870
injuries and 20 deaths. This represents 19 percent of the collisions and 13 percent of the injuries
and fatalities that occurred within the state from 2013-2015 for this age group. Through the use
of TV spots, live announcements, and promotional mentions, we will partner with WHME TV46
to deliver targeted messaging to our intended audience in an effort to reduce the number of teen
collisions, injuries, and deaths due to unrestrained driving, driving distracted, and driving while
under the influence.
Project Title: Seat Belt Usage and Drive Sober or Get Pulled Over (South Shore RailCats)
– Awareness Partnership
Project Budget: $26,000
Project Number:
Funding Stream: 402 & 405 D
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Target Audience:
 All Indiana drivers
Key Message(s):
 Drive Sober or Get Pulled Over
 Buckle Up, It Saves Lives
Synopsys: Each year more than 165,000 Northwest Indiana residents visit the U.S. Steel Yard,
which is home to the South Shore RailCats baseball team. By partnering with the South Shore
RailCats, we will use targeted messaging to reach our intended audience in an effort to reduce
the number of collisions, injuries, and deaths related to unrestrained driving and driving under
the influence. This partnership provides both static displayed messaging, as well as radio and
video. Static messaging will be prominently displayed along the Indiana I-90 corridor, which
reaches a daily driving audience of 35,000 to 42,000 cars. From 2013-2015, the Northwest
Indiana area has seen over 65,300 automobile collisions, resulting in 12,999 injuries and 205
deaths. This represents 11 percent of the collisions and 18 percent of the injuries and fatalities
that occurred within the state during the same time period.
October 2016
Project Title: Dangerous & Distracted Driving – Magazine Ads
Project Budget: $11,500
Project Number:
Funding Stream: 402
Target Audience:
 All Indiana College Juniors and Seniors
Key Message(s):
 Don’t Drive Distracted
 Buckle Up, It Saves Lives
Synopsys: Each year every college junior and senior receives the “GRAD” publication. The
publication has the full support of every college president (public and private institutions) in the
state. The articles about scholarships, internships, job placement, etc. are relevant and most
students read the publication. This year they are also offering an online version of the magazine
for digital enhancement and reach. The ads will emphasize the importance of not driving
distracted.
November 2016
Project Title: Safe Family Travel (Thanksgiving) – Enforcement Campaign
Project Budget: $175,000
Project Number:
Funding Stream: 402 & 405 D
Target Audience:
 All Indiana drivers
Key Message(s):
 Buckle Up, It Saves Lives
 The Right Seat Matters, Is Your Child in It?
 Drive Sober or Get Pulled Over
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Synopsys: Through customized media releases and participation in events promoting the
messaging, ICJI will look to grow earned awareness toward our targeted audience. Additionally,
through the use of paid media, both traditional (radio spots and billboard), and new digital
(banner ads, YouTube spots, app ads), we will leverage our partners to further reach our targeted
audience, and successfully drive home our intended message.
December 2016 & January 2017
Project Title: Winter Holiday Travel & New Year’s – Awareness & Enforcement
Campaign
Project Budget: $175,000
Project Number:
Funding Stream: 402 & 405 D
Target Audience:
 Winter Holiday Travel
o All Indiana drivers
 New Year’s Celebration
o Primary – While males, ages 25 to 54
o Secondary – Young men, ages 21 to 24
o Tertiary – Young women, ages 21 to 44
Key Message(s):
 Winter Holiday Travel
o Buckle Up, It Saves Lives
o The Right Seat Matters, Is Your Child in It?
o Don’t Drive Distracted
 New Year’s Celebration
o Drive Sober or Get Pulled Over
o Buzzed Driving is Drunk Driving
Synopsys: Through customized media releases and participation in events promoting the
messaging, ICJI will look to grow earned awareness toward our targeted audience. Additionally,
through the use of paid media, both traditional (radio spots and billboard), and new digital
(banner ads, YouTube spots, app ads), we will leverage our partners to further reach our targeted
audience, and successfully drive home our intended message.
February 2017
Project Title: Super Bowl (Impaired Driving) – Enforcement Campaign
Project Budget: $100,000
Project Number:
Funding Stream: 405 D
Target Audience:
 Primary – While males, ages 25 to 54
 Secondary – Young men, ages 21 to 24
 Tertiary – Young women, ages 21 to 44
Key Message(s):
 Drive Sober or Get Pulled Over
 Buzzed Driving is Drunk Driving
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Synopsys: Through customized media releases and participation in events promoting the
messaging, ICJI will look to grow earned awareness toward our targeted audience. Additionally,
through the use of paid media, both traditional (radio spots and billboard), and new digital
(banner ads, YouTube spots, app ads), we will leverage our partners to further reach our targeted
audience, and successfully drive home our intended message.
April 2017
Project Title: Distracted Driving Awareness Month – Awareness Campaign
Project Budget: $200,000
Project Number:
Funding Stream: 402
Target Audience:
 Indiana drivers, ages 15-45
Key Message(s):
 Drive Now, Text Later
 Don’t Drive Distracted
Synopsys: The campaign and materials will be distributed across the state and in a variety of
formats. Through the use of paid media, both traditional (radio spots and billboard), and new
digital (banner ads, YouTube spots, app ads), we will leverage our partners to further reach our
targeted audience, and successfully drive home our intended message.
Project Title: Drive Now TXT L8R – Young Driver Social Media Campaign Contest
Project Budget: $40,000
Project Number:
Funding Stream: 402
Target Audience:
 High school students
 College students
Key Message(s):
 Drive Now, Text Later
 Don’t Drive Distracted
Synopsys:
This contest is held during National Distracted Driving Awareness Month as a way to drive
home this message among teens and young adults. The contest invites high school and college
students to create and post social media messages about the dangers of texting and driving. The
contest is a partnership among several state agencies – all of which provide staff to judge and
award winners. Winners receive a 529 College Savings award of $5,000 to use for their postsecondary education. Winners are announced in June and a conference is held to award the
winners with a congratulatory letter and certificate. The monetary award is then transferred from
ICJI to the Indiana Education Savings Authority (EDS), a division of the Indian Treasurer of
State, as EDS manages Indiana 529 accounts. EDS then deposits the awards in the individual
accounts and provides confirmation to ICJI.
Project Title: Motorcycle Safety Awareness – Awareness Campaign
Project Budget: $175,000
Project Number:
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Funding Stream: 405 F
Target Audience:
 Young males, ages 18 to 24
 Males, ages 40-55
Key Message(s):
 Ride Sober or Get Pulled Over
 Get Legal, Get Licensed
 Be Aware, Motorcycles Are Everywhere
Synopsys: Through customized media releases and participation in events promoting the
messaging, ICJI will look to grow earned awareness toward our targeted audience. Additionally,
through the use of paid media, both traditional (radio spots and billboard), and new digital
(banner ads, YouTube spots, app ads), we will leverage our partners to further reach our targeted
audience, and successfully drive home our intended message.
May 2017
Project Title: Click It or Ticket – Enforcement Campaign
Project Budget: $200,000
Project Number:
Funding Stream: 405 D
Target Audience:
 Primary – White males, 18 to 34 years old; male teens, ages 15 to 17
 Secondary – Latino males, ages 18 to 34
 Tertiary – African American males, ages 18 to 34
Key Message(s):
 Click It or Ticket
 Buckle Up, It Saves Lives
Synopsys: Through customized media releases and participation in events promoting the
messaging, ICJI will look to grow earned awareness toward our targeted audience. Additionally,
through the use of paid media, both traditional (radio spots and billboard), and new digital
(banner ads, YouTube spots, app ads), we will leverage our partners to further reach our targeted
audience, and successfully drive home our intended message.
June 2017
Project Title: Miracle Ride for Riley Hospital - Sponsorship
Project Budget: $50,000
Project Number:
Funding Stream: 405 F
 Young males, ages 18 to 24
 Males, ages 40-55
Key Message(s):
 Ride Sober or Get Pulled Over
 Get Legal, Get Licensed
 Be Aware, Motorcycles Are Everywhere
Synopsys: This event draws 7,000+ motorcyclists from across the state. As a title sponsor, the
“Get Legal. Get Licensed” message is prominent on participant t-shirts, PSAs played at the
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venue, and with the motorcycle that is given away as the top prize at the three-day event. State
funds will be utilized if prizes and t-shirts are not donated.
July 2017
Project Title: July Fourth Holiday (Impaired Driving) – Enforcement Campaign
Project Budget: $100,000
Project Number:
Funding Stream: 405 D
Target Audience:
 Primary – While males, ages 25 to 54
 Secondary – Young men, ages 21 to 24
 Tertiary – Young women, ages 21 to 44
Key Message(s):
 Drive Sober or Get Pulled Over
 Ride Sober or Get Pulled Over (Motorcycles)
 Buzzed Driving is Drunk Driving
Synopsys: Through customized media releases and participation in events promoting the
messaging, ICJI will look to grow earned awareness toward our targeted audience. Additionally,
through the use of paid media, both traditional (radio spots and billboard), and new digital
(banner ads, YouTube spots, app ads), we will leverage our partners to further reach our targeted
audience, and successfully drive home our intended message.
Project Title: Teen Safety & Distracted Driving – Magazine Ads
Project Budget: $11,500
Project Number:
Funding Stream: 402
Target Audience:
 All Indiana High School Juniors and Seniors
Key Message(s):
 Don’t Drive Distracted
 Buckle Up, It Saves Lives
Synopsys: Each year over 230,000 high school juniors and seniors receive the “NEXT”
publication. The publication has the support of Indiana’s 520 highs schools (public and private).
The articles about scholarships, internships, job placement, etc. are relevant and most students
read the publication. This year they are also offering an online version of the magazine for digital
enhancement and reach. The ads will emphasize the importance of teen safety and not driving
distracted.
August 2017
Project Title: Drive Sober or Get Pulled Over – Enforcement Campaign
Project Budget: $200,000
Project Number:
Funding Stream: 405 D
Target Audience:
 Primary – While males, ages 25 to 54
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 Secondary – Young men, ages 21 to 24
 Tertiary – Young women, ages 21 to 44
Key Message(s):
 Drive Sober or Get Pulled Over
 Ride Sober or Get Pulled Over (Motorcycles)
Synopsys: Through customized media releases and participation in events promoting the
messaging, ICJI will look to grow earned awareness toward our targeted audience. Additionally,
through the use of paid media, both traditional (radio spots and billboard), and new digital
(banner ads, YouTube spots, app ads), we will leverage our partners to further reach our targeted
audience, and successfully drive home our intended message.
September 2017
Project Title: Child Passenger Safety Week
Project Budget: $100,000
Project Number:
Funding Stream: 402
Target Audience:
 Primary – Parents and caregivers who transport children up to age 13
 Secondary – Latino parents
Key Message(s):
 The Right Seat Matters, Is Your Child in It?
Synopsys: Through customized media releases and participation in events promoting the
messaging, ICJI will look to grow earned awareness toward our targeted audience. Additionally,
through the use of paid media, both traditional (radio spots and billboard), and new digital
(banner ads, YouTube spots, app ads), we will leverage our partners to further reach our targeted
audience, and successfully drive home our intended message.
Project Title: Child Passenger Safety & Seat Belt Usage – Magazine Ads
Project Budget: $11,500
Project Number:
Funding Stream: 402
Target Audience:
 Adult students
Key Message(s):
 The Right Seat Matters, Is Your Child in It?
 Buckle Up, It Saves Lives
Synopsys: Each year 75,000 adult students in Indiana receive the “Career Ready” publication, a
publication of the Indianapolis Business Journal. The publication is focused towards the nontraditional students attending mostly community colleges. The articles about vocational
education, financial aid, job search, and career info are extremely relevant. This year they are
also offering an online version of the magazine for digital enhancement and reach. The ads will
emphasize the importance of child passenger safety and seat belt usage.
Communications Budget Summary
The communications budget helps to pay for a portion of ICJI communications director’s salary
as a portion of the communications director’s time is spend on traffic safety related media. In
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addition, the Special Projects and Productions category provides a small amount of funding for
marketing materials related to any special events occurring during FY 2017. This also provides
the available funding for any traffic safety ad hoc marketing and needed materials.
Figure 29: Communications Budget Summary

Project
Staff Salaries
Drive Sober or Get Pulled Over/Drive Now. TXT L8R - Bankers Life
Fieldhouse Program (October 2016-September 2017)
Dangerous and Distracted Driving, Seat Belt Usage, Drive Sober or Get
Pulled Over, and Drive Now. TXT L8R - Indianapolis Colts Partnership
(August 2016-September 2017)
Teen Seat Belt Usage, Don’t Drive Distracted, and Underage Drinking and
Driving - WHMB TV40 Indianapolis Partnership (October 2016-March
2017)
Teen Seat Belt Usage, Don't Drive Distracted and Underage Drinking and
Driving - WHME TV46 South Bend Partnership (October 2016-March
2017)
Dangerous and Distracted Distracted Driving, Teen Safety, Child Passenger
Safety and Seat Belt Usage Ads (October 2016, July 2017, and September
2017)
Safe Family Travel (November 2016)
Winter Holiday Travel (December 2016 & January 2017)
Super Bowl (February 2017)
Distracted Driving Month (April 2017)
Drive Now. TXT L8R - Social Media Contest (April 2017)
Motorcycle Safety and Awareness (April 2017-May 2017)
Seat Belt Usage, Drive Sober or Get Pulled Over - Gary SouthShore
RailCats Partnership (May 2017-September 2017)
Click It or Ticket (May 2017)
Miracle Ride for Riley Hospital (June 2017)
July Fourth (July 2017)
Drive Sober or Get Pulled Over (August 2017)
Child Passenger Safety (September 2017)
Special Projects and Productions
Subtotals
Grandtotals

405 D - Impaired
Driving
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$
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$

30,000 $
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$

40,000 $
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$
$
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50,000 $
50,000 $
$
200,000
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$
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$
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$
$

125,000
125,000
100,000

$

175,000

$

50,000
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$

100,000
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Financial Summary
Figure 30: Program Cost Detail
Indiana Program Cost Summary
FY2017 Programs

2017
Budget

406
Primary
Seat Belt

405B
Child
Pass/Seat
Belts

405D
Impaired
Driving

402
General

405C
Traffic
Records

405F
Motorcyle

164 Alcohol
Penalty
Funds

1906

Total
Federal
Funds

Total
State
Federal &
Hard Match
State

Planning and Administrative (P&A)
Planning & Administration-Federal

400,000

Planning & Administration-State

400,000

Sub-total P&A

800,000

400,000
0

400,000

400,000
0

0

0

0

0

400,000

0

400,000

400,000

400,000

400,000

800,000

Section II: Occupancy Protection
Program Management
Automotive Safety Program
Seat Belt Enforcement (OPO)/Peds/Bikes
Pedestrian/Bicycle
Rural Demonstration Project (RDP)
SADD

75,000

75,000

767,000

767,000

2,817,000

2,817,000

75,000

75,000

767,000

767,000

2,817,000

2,817,000

150,000

150,000

150,000

150,000

80,000

80,000

80,000

80,000

150,000

150,000

150,000

150,000

Operation Kids: Next Generation

15,000

15,000

15,000

15,000

Media / Communications Division

700,000

700,000

700,000

700,000

Sub-total Occ Protection

4,754,000

0

3,757,000

0

997,000

0

0

0

4,754,000

0

4,754,000

75,000

75,000

1,449,125

1,700,000

1,700,000
65,000

Section III: Alcohol
Program Management

75,000

75,000

1,700,000

250,875

Motorcycle HVE

65,000

65,000

65,000

Ignition Interlock Pilot

37,000

37,000

37,000

37,000

Law Enforcement Training Board (SFST/DRE)

200,000

200,000

200,000

200,000

Traffic Safety Resource Prosecutor

185,000

185,000

185,000

185,000

Excise Police

220,000

220,000

220,000

220,000

Media / Communications Division

955,000

905,000

Enforcement (DUI Task Force)

Sub-total Alcohol

3,437,000

0

0

1,937,875

50,000
0

50,000

955,000
0

1,449,125

3,437,000

955,000
0

3,437,000

Section IV: PTS
Program Management
Statewide Training
OPO Success Awards
Indiana State Police
Sub-total PTS

75,000

75,000

75,000

7,000

7,000

7,000

7,000

95,000

95,000

95,000

95,000

1,166,000

0

566,000

600,000

1,343,000

0

743,000

600,000

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

75,000

1,166,000
1,343,000

1,166,000
0

1,343,000

Section V: Community TS
LEL Program
Sub-total Community TS

495,000
495,000

495,000
0

495,000

495,000
495,000

495,000
0

495,000

Section VI: Traffic Records/ Research
Program Management

75,000

75,000

75,000

350,000

350,000

115,000

115,000

115,000

340,000

340,000

340,000

105,000

105,000

105,000

105,000

ISDH

170,252

170,252

170,252

170,252

Racial Profiling Grant

350,557

350,557

350,557

PPI

350,000

Purdue University/ CRS

115,000

Supreme Court

340,000

DHS

BMV

75,000
350,000

350,557

2,000

Sub-total Traffic Records

1,507,809

2,000
0

350,000

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2,000

807,252

0

0

0

350,557

1,507,809

2,000
0

1,507,809

Section VII: Motorcycles
Media / Public Awareness Campaign
Sub-total Motorcycles

195,000
195,000

195,000
195,000

195,000
195,000

195,000
0

195,000

Section VIII: Dangerous Roadways
Summer Impaired Driving Enforcement Project

500,000

500,000

500,000

Sub-total Dangerous Roadways

500,000

500,000

500,000

Total 2017 Budget Expenditures

13,031,809

5,745,000

3,037,875

997,000

245,000

807,252

1,449,125

350,557

12,631,809

500,000
0

500,000

400,000 13,031,809
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Figure 31: Financial Summary Graph

Motorcycles, 2%

Dangerous Roadways, 4%
P&A, 3%

Community Traffic Services,
4%

Traffic Records/Research, 12%

Occupancy Protection, 38%
Police Traffic Services, 11%

Alcohol, 27%
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Figure 32: Highway Safety Program Cost Summary (HS-217)
Highway Safety Program Cost Summary (HS-217)
Program Area
402 TOTAL
Planning and Administration^
Program Management
Seat Belt Enforcement (OPO)
Operation Kids; Nex Generation
SADD
Program Management
Statewide Training
OPO Success Awards
Indiana State Police
LEL Program
Media / Communications Division
IU's Public Policy Institute
405 D TOTAL
Program Management
Enforcement (DUI Task Force)
Law Enforcement Training Board (SFST/DRE)
Traffic Safety Resource Prosecutor
Excise Police
Indiana State Police
Media / Communications Division
Summer Impaired Driving Enforcement Proj
Ignition Interlock Pilot
Motorcycle HVE (May to August)
405 B TOTAL
Automotive Safety Program
Pedestrian / Bicycle
Rural Demonstration Project (RDP)
405 F TOTAL
Media / Public Awareness Campaign
405 C TOTAL
Program Management
Purdue University / CODES
Supreme Court
Dept Homeland Security
Dept of Health
BMV
164 DUI Transfer Funds
Enforcement (DUI Task Force)
1906
RacialProfiling
TOTAL NHTSA FUNDS

$1,469,000

Federally Funded Programs
Federal Share to Local
Previous Balance Increase/Decrease (New Award) Current Balance
(minimum)*
$
4,950,256.17
$1,194,744
$4,950,256
$1,980,102

$607,575

$

2,974,446.94

$63,428

$6,310,333

$2,524,133

$199,400

$

940,771.96

$56,228

$885,989

$354,396

$49,000

$

91,516.50

$153,484

$221,933

$88,773

$161,450

$

823,552.86

-$16,301

$2,563,704

$1,025,482

$250,279

$1,945,800

$778,320

Approved Program Costs State/Local Funds (Match)
$6,145,000
$800,000
$75,000
$2,817,000
$15,000
$150,000
$75,000
$7,000
$95,000
$566,000
$495,000
$700,000
$350,000
$3,037,875
$75,000
$250,875
$200,000
$185,000
$220,000
$600,000
$905,000
$500,000
$37,000
$65,000
$997,000
$767,000
$150,000
$80,000
$245,000
$245,000
$807,252
$75,000
$115,000
$340,000
$105,000
$170,252
$2,000
$1,449,125
$1,449,125
$350,557
$350,557
$13,031,809

$289,825
$70,111

$1,198,846
$0
$2,846,362 $ 10,979,390.35

* As noted in "Federal Share to Local (minimum)" column, least 40 percent of all funds directly benefit our local partners.
^ The $800000 identified in "Planning and Administration " consists of $400,000 in Federal funds and $400,000 in State funds as match.

$350,557

$0
$2,052,419

$0
$16,878,015

$6,751,206
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Appendices
Appendix A: Certifications and Assurances for Highway Safety Grants
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Appendix B: Application Requirements for Section 405 and Section 1906 Grants
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Appendix C: Certifications and Assurances for Teen Traffic Safety Program
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Appendix D: Certifications and Assurances for National Priority Safety Program
Grants
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Attachments
Attachment 1: Occupant Protection
405 B - Occupant Protection (23 CFR 1200.21)

1. The State will participate in the Click it or Ticket national mobilization in the fiscal year
of the grant. The description of the State’s planned participation is provided on HSP
pages 20-21. The State will participate in the Rural Demonstration Project in the fiscal
year of the grant. The description of the State’s planned participation is provided on HSP
page 21.
2. The State’s occupant protection plan for the upcoming fiscal year is provided on HSP
pages 18-22.
3. Documentation of the State’s active network of child inspection stations is provided as
HSP attachment #1 Occupant Protection.
The Indiana Criminal Justice Institute provides funding and/or resources to a network of
96 permanent fitting stations (PFS) in 50 of the state’s 92 counties. Forty-five of the sites
provide bi-lingual services for Spanish speaking families. Language assistance is also
provided for the large population of Burmese families in the state. Each PFS is staffed by
at least one Nationally Certified Child Passenger Safety Technician. See attached
breakdown of the population served in each county with a permanent fitting station.
4. The State’s plan for child passenger safety technicians is provided as HSP attachment #1
Occupant Protection.
The Traffic Safety Division provides funding to the Automotive Safety Program (ASP)
for the purposes of providing child passenger safety programs including child restraint
public information and education programs. The ASP conducts the following trainings
 NHTSA child safety seat technician and instructor trainings
 Child Passenger Safety (CPS) update courses for technicians and instructors
(CPST and CPSTI)
 Trainings regarding the transportation of children with children with special
health care needs.
The Automotive Safety Program maintains a database of all certified child passenger
safety technicians and instructors in the state. Resources and technical support, including
quarterly newsletters, are provided to all CPST and CPSTI. As of June 8, 2016 there are
approximately 937 CPST with 51 of them being CPSTI. Of these, 114 technicians are
law enforcement officers and five of the instructors are law enforcement
officers. Additionally, Indiana has two instructor candidates and 79 technician
candidates. Indiana’s rate of CPST re-certification is approximately 48.5% and the
national average is 54.4%.
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2016 Indiana Counties With At Least One Permanent Fitting Station by Population
State
State Population
State
Population
Under 18*
Indiana
6,619,680
1,588,723
County
County Population
County
County Population
County
County
Population
Under 18*
Population
Under 18*
Allen
365,918
96,236 Lake
490,228
119,616
Batholomew
80,217
19,493 LaPorte
111,444
24,518
Boone
61,915
16,717 Lawrence
45,704
10,192
Clark
114,262
26,280 Madison
130,069
28,745
Clay
26,562
6,136 Marion
934,243
232,627
Clinton
32,776
8,620 Marshall
47,107
12,012
Dearborn
49,506
11,683 Monroe
143,339
23,078
Delaware
117,074
22,127 Montgomery
38,146
8,888
Dubois
42,345
10,205 Morgan
69,693
16,448
Elkhart
201,971
56,350 Orange
19,626
4,592
Floyd
76,179
17,674 Perry
19,454
4,066
Grant
68,569
14,262 Porter
167,076
38,093
Greene
32,726
7,396 Putnam
37,618
7,373
Hamilton
302,623
86,248 Ripley
28,497
6,925
Hancock
71,978
17,347 Shelby
44,579
10,298
Harrison
39,299
8,882 Spencer
20,801
4,701
Hendricks
156,056
40,419 St. Joseph
267,618
64,228
Henry
48,995
10,240 Starke
23,074
5,353
Howard
82,982
19,086 Tippecanoe
183,074
38,079
Huntington
36,706
8,222 Tipton
15,415
3,299
Jackson
43,705
10,577 Vanderburgh
182,006
40,041
Jasper
33,475
8,201 Vigo
108,175
22,392
Jefferson
32,494
6,921 Warrick
61,149
15,043
Johnson
147,538
37,475 White
24,453
5,722
Kosciusko
78,564
19,405 Whitley
33,403
7,816
TOTAL
5,590,426
1,340,346
Source: United States Census Bureau, State & County QuickFacts, Population Estimates as of July 1, 2014. Retrieved May 17,
2016 from quickfacts.census.gov/qfd/states/18000.html
*2014 US Census Bureau estimates which provide the most recent percent of "Persons under 18 years"
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Attachment 2: Traffic Records and Information Systems
405 C – Traffic Records and Information Systems (23 CFR 1200.22)
1. A signed copy of the TRCC charter is included in this attachment on pages: 120-121
2. FY 2016 and FY 2017 TRCC meetings dates are below meeting minutes.

FY 2016 Meeting Dates
October 28, 2015
February 10, 2016
May 11, 2016

FY 2017 Proposed Meeting Dates
October 12, 2016
February 15, 2017
May 19, 2017

FY 2016 meeting minutes can be found in this attachment on pages: 116-119
3. List of the TRCC membership and the organization and function they represent is on the

following pages: 91-92
4. Name and title of the State’s Traffic Records Coordinator

John Bodeker
Indiana Traffic Records Coordinator
Indiana Criminal Justice Institute
5. Copy of the State Traffic Records Strategic Plan, including any updates, included in the

HSP.
6. The following pages in the State’s Strategic Plan provides a written description of the

performance measures and all supporting data, that the State is relying on to demonstrate
achievement of the quantitative improvement in the preceding 12 months of the
application due date in relation to one or more of the significant data program attributes:
attachment # 2 Traffic Records and Information Systems.
7. The State’s most recent assessment or update of its highway safety data and traffic

records system was completed March 15, 2013.
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Uniform Traffic Tickets Issued in Indiana

Month
4/1/2014
5/1/2014
6/1/2014
7/1/2014
8/1/2014
9/1/2014
10/1/2014
11/1/2014
12/1/2014
1/1/2015
2/1/2015
3/31/2015

Count
6,421,381
6,499,977
6,594,946
6,670,333
6,750,731
6,843,603
6,928,064
6,996,576
7,074,510
7,144,688
7,217,304
7,363,891

Month
4/1/2015
5/1/2015
6/1/2015
7/1/2015
8/1/2015
9/1/2015
10/1/2015
11/1/2015
12/1/2015
1/1/2016
2/1/2016
3/31/2016

Count
7,367,823
7,447,489
7,537,353
7,619,325
7,715,995
7,819,047
7,914,859
7,984,474
8,060,271
8,135,374
8,214,352
8,393,444

% Change Month to Year

Uniform Traffic Tickets Issued in Indiana

14.74%
14.58%
14.29%
14.23%
14.30%
14.25%
14.24%
14.12%
13.93%
13.87%
13.81%
13.98%
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TRCC Members
Bureau of Motor Vehicles
(User/Collector of Traffic Records)
Mark Dehn
Project Director- Record Management
100 N. Senate Ave., IGCN RM N413
Indianapolis, IN 46204
Phone (317) 234-2858
mdehn@bmv.in.gov
Indiana Department of Transportation
(User/Collector of Traffic Records)
Roger Manning
Strategic Safety Manager
100 N. Senate Ave., IGCS
Indianapolis, IN 46204
Phone (317) 232-5204
Fax (317) 232-5478
rmanning@indot.state.in.us
Indiana State Police
(Manager/Collector/User of Traffic Records)
Major Mike White
5252 Decatur Blvd., Suit J
Indianapolis, IN 46241
Phone (317) 232-8318
Fax (317) 233-3057
mwhite@isp.in.gov
Sergeant Tyler Utterback
5252 Decatur Blvd., Suite J
Indianapolis, IN 46241
Phone (317) 615-7373
Fax (317) 821-2350
tutterback@isp.in.gov
First Sergeant Rob Simpson
Information Technology Section
Indiana State Police
100 N. Senate Ave. IGCN - Rm 340
Indianapolis, IN 46204
Office: (317) 232-8289
nsturgeon@isp.in.gov
Department of Information Technology
(Collector of Traffic Records)
Craig Roth
Project Manager
APPRISS, Inc.
15 Industrial Drive
Martinsville, IN 46151

Phone (765) 349-7685
croth@appriss.com

Department of Homeland Security
(Manager/User/Collector of Traffic Records)
David Kane
Executive Director Homeland Security
302 W. Washington St., Room E208
Indianapolis, IN 46204
Purdue Center for Road Safety
(Manager/User/Collector of Traffic Safety Records)
Andrew Tarko
Director, Business and Technology Center
West Lafayette, IN 47906
Phone (765) 494-5027
aptarko@gmail.com
Indiana University Public Policy Institute – PPI
(Manager/User/Collector of Traffic Safety Records)
Samuel Nunn
Public Safety Research Director
334 N. Senate Ave., Suite 300
Indianapolis, IN 46204
Phone (317) 261-3009
Fax (317) 261-3050
snunn@iupui.edu
Riley Hospital for Children
(Collector/User Traffic Safety Records)
Joe O'Neil, M.D.
Neurodevelopmental Disabilities Pediatrician
702 Barnhill Drive, Room 1601
Indianapolis, IN 46204
Phone (317) 274-4846
Fax (317) 278-0126
joeoneil@iupui.edu
Indiana State Supreme Court - JTAC
(Manager/User/Collector of Traffic Safety Records)
Mary DePrez
Director and Counsel for Trial Court Technology
30 S. Meridan St., Suite 500
Indianapolis, IN 46204
Phone (317) 234-2604
mary.deprez@courts.in.gov
Indiana Prosecutor's Association
(User of Traffic Records)
David Powell
Executive Director
302 W. Washington St., Room E-205
Indianapolis, IN 46204
Phone (317) 232-1836
dpowell@pac.in.gov
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Indiana Department of Toxicology
(Manager/Collector/User Public Health Data)
Ed Littlejohn
Director of Toxicology
550 W. 16th St.
Indianapolis, IN 46204
Phone (317) 921-5006
Fax (317) 278-2836
elittlejohn@isdt.in.gov
Federal Agencies
(User of Traffic Records)
Rick Drumm
Federal Highway Administration
575 N. Pennsylvania St., Room 254
Indianapolis, IN 46204
Phone (317) 226-7487
Fax (317) 226-7341
rick.drumm@dot.gov
Curt Murff
NHTSA
19900 Governor's Dr., Suite 201
Olympia Fields, IL 60461
Phone (708) 503-8892
Fax (708) 503-8991
curtis.murff@dot.gov
Daniel J Beaver
State Program Specialist
Federal Motor Carrier Division
575 N. Pennsylvania st., Room 261
Indianapolis, IN 46204
Phone (317) 226-5228
Fax (317) 226-5657
daniel.beaver@dot.gov
Indiana Criminal Justice Institute
(Manager/User/Collector of Traffic Records)
John Bodeker
Traffic Records Coordinator
101 W. Washington St., Suite 1100 E.
Indianapolis, IN 46204
Phone (317) 232-0021
hbodekerjr@cji.in.gov
Ashley Aiken
Research Associate
101 W. Washington St., Suite 1100 E.
Indianapolis, IN 46204
Phone (317) 234-1653
aaiken@cji.in.gov
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Indiana Prosecutor's Association
(User of Traffic Records)
David Powell
Executive Director
302 W. Washington St., Room E-205
Indianapolis, IN 46204
Phone (317) 232-1836
dpowell@pac.in.gov
Indiana State Department of Health
(Manager/Collector/User Public Health & Injury Data)
Katie Hokanson
Director of Trauma and Injury Prevention
2 North Meridian St.
Indianapolis, IN 46204
Phone (317) 234-7321
Fax (317) 233-7805
kgatz@isdh.in.gov
Additional Stakeholders
(Users of Traffic Records)
Steve Shepherd
Indiana Office of Technology
100 N. Senate Ave., Room N551
Indianapolis, IN 46204
Phone (317) 234-5015
Fax (317) 232-0748
sshepherd@iot.in.gov
Ed Cripe
Tippecanoe County Deputy Coroner
Indiana State Coroners Association
5860 E. State Road 28
Frankfort, IN 46041
Phone (765) 242-0337
Fax (765) 483-3370
firefighter@geetel.net
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These TRCC members coordinate the views of managers, collectors, and users. The TRCC also reviews
and evaluates new technologies as well as reviews and approves the State’s Traffic Records Strategic
Plan.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Strategic Plan–Indiana Traffic Records Improvement
Vision Statement
“To provide an environment that significantly reduces death, injury, and economic costs on Indiana
highways that will result in safer roads for all the citizens and visitors to the State.”
Mission Statement
“To create an integrated traffic records system through a collaboration of all local, state, and federal
entities responsible for motor vehicle safety.”
TRAFFIC RECORDS IMPROVEMENT STRATEGIC PLAN
Introduction
The purpose of this plan is to develop the framework for continuing a set of actions to improve the traffic
records keeping process in Indiana. All information contained within this document is as of November 1,
2013. A Traffic Records Steering Committee, formed in 1998, and now known as the Traffic Records
Coordinating Committee (TRCC), which is comprised of the major stakeholders involved in the
investigation of highway crashes will take the primary responsibility for implementation of the plan. This
plan has been developed as a product of that committee and the suggestions given by the National
Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) Technical Assessment Team’s report dated March
2013.
The plan is based upon the TRCC membership having the authority to design and implement a new traffic
records keeping process. Recognizing the multitude of tasks necessary, work groups linked to the steering
committee have been created with specific tasks assigned.
The plan seeks cooperation of all involved and affected parties. It addresses the existing weaknesses and
utilizes best available technology. Successes of other states are studied for compatibility and inclusion
into the Indiana design.
The culmination of the process is a system that will have significant benefits to each of the stakeholders,
providing more timely and accurate information, allowing Indiana to operate effectively well into the 21st
century. The product of this process will allow for better data driven strategies, reduce the number of
lives lost and injuries sustained on Indiana highways, and reduce economic impact on State resources.

Traffic Records Assessment Summary
Upon request by the Indiana Office of Traffic Safety (OTS), the National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration (NHTSA) assembled a team to facilitate a traffic records assessment. Concurrently the OTS
carried out the necessary logistical and administrative steps in preparation for the NHTSA’s first online
assessment. A team of professionals with backgrounds and expertise in the several component areas of
traffic records data systems (crash, driver/vehicle, traffic engineering, enforcement and adjudication, and
EMS/Trauma data systems) developed and implemented the online assessment. The online assessment was
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conducted in three phases beginning with an in person introductory meeting conducted at the Indiana OTS
on November 14, 2012.
In phase one, the assessment questions were provided to the appropriate stakeholders for their response. All
answers were to be submitted to the NHTSA by December 14, 2012. NHTSA contractors then evaluated
the answers for accuracy and completeness, and reported back to the stakeholders in early January, 2013.
Phase two allowed the stakeholders the opportunity to review the evaluators’ assessment of their answers
and to request clarification where needed. Phase two ended later in January with the second submission of
stakeholders’ answers to the NHTSA evaluators. Again the NHTSA evaluators reviewed the stakeholders’
answers and refined their responses to the answers based on accuracy and completeness. The third phase
involved sending the evaluators’ findings back to the stakeholders for a final refinement/clarification of
their answers. The final answers were then used to develop the results of the overall assessment.
The scope of this assessment covered all of the components of a traffic records system. The purpose was
to determine whether Indiana’s traffic records system is capable of supporting management’s needs to
identify the state’s safety problems, to manage the countermeasures applied to reduce or eliminate those
problems, and to evaluate those programs for their effectiveness. The following summary was taken from
the Traffic Records Assessment which may be found in the appendices. The synopsis below discusses
some of the key findings regarding the ability of the present traffic records system to support Indiana’s
management of its highway safety programs.
Executive Summary
Out of 391 assessment questions, Indiana met the standard of evidence for 178 questions, or 46% of the
time; partially met the standard of evidence for 78 questions, or 20% of the time, and did not meet the
standard of evidence for 135 questions or 35% of the time.
As Figure 1 illustrates, within each assessment module, Indiana met the criteria outlined in the advisory
92% of the time for Data Integration, 81% for Strategic Planning, 79% for TRCC Management, 73% for
Driver, 45% for Crash, 41% for Vehicle, 37% for Citation and adjudication, 34% for EMS/ Injury
Surveillance, and 18% of the time for Roadway.
Indiana did not meet the criteria outlined in the advisory 60% of the time for Ems/Injury Surveillance,
45% for roadway, 43% for Crash, 39% for vehicle, 19% for citation and adjudication, and 6% of the time
for Driver.

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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Figure 33: Rating Distribution by Module

Figure 34: Assessment Section Ratings

Recommendations
Figure 3 shows the aggregate scores of the ratings for the assessment questions by the module sections for
each data system. Each question received a score by multiplying its rank and rating (very important = 3;
somewhat important = 2; less important = 1, and meets = 3; partially meets = 2; does not meet = 1). The
sum total for each module section was calculated based upon the individual question scores. Then, the
percentage was calculated for each module section as follows:
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𝑆𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 (%) =

𝑆𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑠𝑢𝑚 𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
𝑆𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑏𝑙𝑒

The cells highlighted in red indicate the module sub sections in each data system that scored below the
weighted average of their data systems’ score. The following priority recommendations are based on
improving those module subsections with scores below the overall system score.
While Indiana is encouraged to examine all opportunities in each of their data systems, the responses to
questions within this assessment overwhelmingly reflected the lack of data quality management and
performance measures. Some excellent progress has been made in Indiana’s traffic records system, and
careful application of quality management will ensure that the State continues its forward progress by
providing immediate indication of problems or deficiencies.
According to 23 CFR Part 1200, § 1200.22, applicants for State traffic safety information system
improvements grants are required to
“Include(s) a list of all recommendations from its most recent highway safety data and traffic
records system assessment; identifies which such recommendations the State intends to
implement and the performance measures to be used to demonstrate quantifiable and measurable
progress; and for recommendations that the State does not intend to implement, provides an
explanation.”
Indiana can address the recommendations below by implementing changes to improve the ratings for the
questions in those section modules with lower than average scores. Indiana can also apply for a NHTSA
Traffic Records Go Team, for targeted technical assistance to help them move forward with their priority
recommendations.
Indiana was the first state to complete a Traffic Records Assessment using the new online format. The
assessment process was conducted between November 2012 and March 2013. The Traffic Records
Assessment Summary provided the recommendations listed below for improvement in the six critical
areas of Crash, Vehicle, Driver, Roadway, Citation/Adjudication and EMS/Injury Surveillance. At the
TRCC meeting on May 8, 2013, the assessment recommendations were reviewed. Each agency with
jurisdiction in one of the six critical areas was directed to utilize the SWOC (Strengths, Weaknesses,
Opportunities, Challenges) approach to determine how to improve their grant proposals for 2015 by
addressing the appropriate recommendations in the Assessment Summary. The results of the SWOC
analysis by the sub-grantees, combined with input from the State Highway Safety Office, is being used to
update the current state strategic plan. Listed below are the plans to address the assessment
recommendations. In areas where a recommendation is not being addressed, the reason for not addressing
that recommendation is provided.

Priority Crash Recommendations
1.

2.

Improve the data dictionary for the Crash data system that reflects best practices identified in the Traffic
Records Program Assessment Advisory.
Action: The State Highway Safety Office (SHSO) will work to improve the data dictionary for the crash
data system as identified in the Assessment Advisory.
Improve the interfaces with the crash data system that reflect best practices identified in the Traffic Records
Program Assessment Advisory.

Action: The SHSO will coordinate with APPRISS, FARS, Purdue University, Indiana
University – Center for Criminal Justice, the Bureau of Motor Vehicles (BMV) and the
Department of Transportation (INDOT) to improve the interfaces with the crash data system.
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3.

Improve the data quality control program for the crash data system that reflects best practices identified in
the Traffic Records Program Assessment Advisory.

Action: The SHSO will work with APPRISS, the BMV and INDOT to improve the system for
edit checks and validation of data accuracy.

Priority Vehicle Recommendations
4.

5.

Improve the procedures/ process flows for the Vehicle data system that reflects best practices identified in
the Traffic Records Program Assessment Advisory.
Action: The SHSO will work with the BMV, the Indiana Supreme Court (JTAC) and APPRISS to
improve the vehicle data system as to process flow from citation/crash report to submission in the BMV’s
system and the citation/adjudication system.
Improve the data quality control program for the Vehicle data system that reflects best practices identified
in the Traffic Records Program Assessment Advisory.

Action: The SHSO will work with the BMV to improve data audits and validation on a regular
basis.

Priority Driver Recommendations
6.

Improve the description and contents of the driver data system that reflect best practices identified in the
Traffic Records Program Assessment Advisory.

Action: The SHSO will work with the BMV and APPRISS to improve the contents of the Driver
data system through the BMV’s driver data system (STARS).
7.

Improve the data quality control program for the driver data system that reflects best practices identified in
the Traffic Records Program Assessment Advisory.

Action: The SHSO will work with the BMV to develop a system for data edits and validation
that can be used on a regular basis to confirm data reliability.

Roadway Recommendations
8.

Improve the procedures/ process flows for the Roadway data system that reflects the best practices
identified in the Traffic Records Program Assessment Advisory.

Action: The SHSO will work with INDOT and APPRISS to improve data flow procedures
pertaining to the roadway.
9.

Improve the data quality control program for the Roadway data system that reflects the best practices
identified in the Traffic Records Program Assessment Advisory.

Action: The SHSO will work with INDOT to ensure that data edits and validation procedures are
implemented on a regular basis to improve data quality.

Priority Citation/Adjudication Recommendations
10. Improve the description and contents of the Citation and Adjudication systems that reflect the best practices
identified in the Traffic Records Program Assessment Advisory.

Response: JTAC and the BMV have excellent citation/adjudication systems in place with
Odyssey and STARS, respectively. Electronic citations are at 99 percent and the Odyssey system
is growing in the number of participating courts each month. The SHSO will therefore not be
expending resources in this area.
11. Improve the interfaces with the citation and adjudication systems that reflect the best practices identified in
the Traffic Records Program Assessment Advisory.

Response: The SHSO will not be addressing this recommendation for the same reasons stated in
item 10.
12. Improve the data quality control program for the Citation and Adjudication systems that reflect the best
practices identified in the Traffic Records Program Assessment Advisory.

Action: The SHSO will work with JTAC and the BMV to improve data quality control edits and
validation in the citation and adjudication systems.

Priority EMS/Injury Surveillance Recommendations
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13. Improve the interfaces with the injury surveillance systems that reflect the best practices identified in the
Traffic Records Program Assessment Advisory.
Response: The SHSO has already been in communication with the Indiana State Department of Health
(ISDH) and the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) to improve the interface with the injury
surveillance systems.
14. Improve the data quality control program for the injury surveillance systems that reflect the best practices
identified in the Traffic Records Program Assessment Advisory.
Action: The SHSO will work with the ISDH and IDHS to insure that that quality control data edits and
validation systems are also implemented.

Terminology and Acronyms
ARIES
BAC
BMV
CRS
CODES
CVARS
ED
EMS
EMT
EVCRS
eCWS
FARS
FHS
FTE
FMCSA
FY
GIS
GPS
HRSA
ICJI
INDOT
IOT
ISDH
ISP
JTAC
LEL
LRS

A
Automated Report Information Exchange System
B
Blood Alcohol Content
Bureau of Motor Vehicles
C
Purdue University Center for Road Safety
Crash Outcome Data Evaluation System
Commercial Vehicle Analysis Reporting System
E
Emergency Department
Emergency Medical Services
Emergency Medical Technician
Electronic Vehicle Crash Reporting System
Electronic Citation and Warning System
F
Fatality Analysis Reporting System
Firehouse Software, Inc.
Full-Time Equivalency
Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration
Fiscal Year
G
Geographic Information System
Global Positioning System
Health Resources and Services Administration
I
Indiana Criminal Justice Institute
Indiana Department of Transportation
Office of Technology
Indiana State Department of Health
Indiana State Police
J
Judicial Technology & Automation Committee
L
Law Enforcement Liaison
Location Reference System

M
MIS
Management Information System
MMUCC Model Minimum Uniform Crash Criteria
MPO
Metropolitan Planning Organization
N
NEMSIS National Emergency Medical Service Information Systems
NHTSA National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
NOPUS National Occupant Protection Use Survey
O
OS
Operating System
OTS
Office of Traffic Safety
P
PC
Personal Computer
PD
Police Department
PDA
Personal Digital Assistant
Q
QC
Quality Control
R
RE
Rejected
RFP
Request for Proposal
S
SD
Sheriff’s Department
SQL
Structured Query Language
SWOC
Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Challenges
T
TRCC
Traffic Records Coordinating Committee
TSSC
Traffic Safety Steering Committee
U
U.S. DOT United States Department of Transportation
V
VCRS
Vehicle Crash Reporting System
VMT
Vehicle Miles Traveled
X
XML
Extensible Markup Language

Current Crash Records Process
The process of obtaining crash data for use in analysis requires the attention of several different people at
different stages. Prior to the data being used in analysis, there are a number of steps that must be taken
before the data is viable. These steps vary somewhat, depending on whether the data was submitted
electronically or on a paper crash report. The following process occurs with each version of the crash
report, from the officer filling out the crash report, to entry into the database.
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In the vast majority of motor vehicle crashes, property damage is the only outcome. At other times,
injuries occur. More tragically, lives are lost as a result of a motor vehicle crash. This is the first in a
series of stages that brings crash data to various stakeholders within the Traffic Records Coordinating
Committee (TRCC). The call is made, and a police officer responds to the scene of the crash. The officer
has a crash report that is accessible by his computer, whether in-car or at the station, or a booklet of paper
forms that can be handwritten.
Presently the primary method is that the officer obtains the necessary information at the scene and
completes the crash report form by utilizing the ARIES (Automated Reporting Information Exchange
System) which is the state of Indiana’s computerized electronic crash reporting program. The use of a bar
code scanner can be used to obtain the information from the driver’s license and vehicle registration to be
auto loaded into the crash report. Whether the officer has access to the system by way of their in-car
computer or a computer in the station, the officer inputs the information for the crash report into the
ARIES program. The wizard based program automatically checks the integrity of the information as it is
being entered to ensure the data quality is up to the proscribed data elements prescribed in the program. If
the information being entered is in the incorrect format, or is omitted, the program alerts one of the many
business edits built within the system, it requires that the error or omission be corrected before the officer
can continue on creating the report. This ensures data quality prior to it being submitted to the database.
Once the officer completes the report on the computer, it may go through a series of data checks, either by
a supervisor, another officer or a records clerk at the local agencies office. Once the report has been
finished and reviewed, it is transmitted to the ISP state crash repository electronically. It is automatically
entered into the database and has already gone through a series of validity edits to clarify the data.
However, it is run once more through the business edits to ensure data quality prior to being accepted into
the database. This is also day-current, as it is entered almost immediately. Presently, 99% of crash
reports submitted are created and submitted using the ARIES program statewide.
The remaining alternative is that the officer gathers the necessary information to complete the crash
report, including location, vehicle and driver information, injuries if applicable, and situations
surrounding the cause and result of the crash to name a few. The officer will then complete the crash
report on paper. If done on paper the officer completes the paper report using an ink pen to fill in
bubbles, blanks, and boxes. The report is usually checked by a superior officer then forwarded to the
agency’s records department. In some agencies the records department enters and maintains their own inhouse crash database. For those departments that do, their crash reports undergo an additional round of
quality checks for any mistakes, empty boxes, or misspellings.
After that, the report is mailed at the convenience of the submitting agency to APRISS, the state crash
records contract vendor to be entered into the state’s crash records repository. Once the paper report
arrives, it is batched and scanned into the computer system. A series of data entry and quality control
steps follow, where information that is not scanned is keyed into the database and any problems or errors
that are flagged during the data entry process are sent through quality control to be cleared, if possible.
Once all correctable errors are resolved and/or no other errors exist that would preclude the crash report
from being uploaded into the database, the report is “accepted.”
This process is day-current, which means that the report is entered into the database on the same day that
it is received. Currently, with the vast majority of reports being sent in electronically, less than 0.5% of
paper reports have critical errors. Previously, reports were sent back to the submitting agency for
correction. A decision was made by the TRCC to quit rejecting paper reports with critical errors due to
the low number of paper reports being submitted.
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Progress of the TRCC
The following points represent the initiation of closure to the questions of crash records data validity and
reliability, which have been brought to the forefront over the last several years. Most, if not all, of the
previously discussed issues have been addressed, and it is obvious that there has been a renewed
cooperative interest and vigor in completing the tasks at hand regarding the improvement of data quality
and workability issues with the crash records systems. While the items listed here only represent a few of
the many successes in the traffic records arena, overall progress typically outweighs any deficiencies.
In the time since the prior assessment in 2009, the Crash Component of the Indiana Traffic Records
System has continued to move forward. Improvements have continued to be made in the forms,
collection, management, and analysis of crash records. The differences are worth highlighting here at the
outset of the discussion of the components of the traffic records system because they have had a profound
effect on the state’s ability to document and address highway traffic safety problems with confidence that
the crash data are useful and reliable. It is also worth noting at the outset that the changes described
below are the product of a series of management decisions that brought focus on the crash reporting
system’s previous deficiencies, and solved them through interagency cooperation on multiple fronts. The
State of Indiana has leaped ahead of the pack in terms of its ability to collect crash data and make the
data available to users.
Teamwork has already borne fruit in the major improvements to the crash component. With continued
teamwork other projects in progress are likely to experience similar success in improving the citation
reporting and tracking capabilities, the refinement of location identifiers in a geo-spatially aware
environment, the EMS/Trauma electronic data systems, and the court case management systems and their
interface with driver history records,
The Traffic Safety Division (TSD) of the Indiana Criminal Justice Institute is responsible for the
Governor’s Highway Safety Program. In this capacity the TSD continued in its efforts to maintain a
Traffic Records Coordinating Committee (TRCC) to address the state’s highway safety information
needs. The TRCC has annually developed a Strategic Plan for Traffic Records System and an
accompanying 408 grant application in accordance with the provisions set forth in SAFETEA-LU and
now in MAP-21. The TRCC is using the Traffic Records Assessment concluded in March of 2013 as a
basis for identifying deficiencies of the State’s traffic records environment and taking actions to correct
them.

SWOC Analyses by Agency
Indiana State Department of Health 2016
Strengths
 State trauma registry is implemented and more hospitals are continuing to participate.
 Data - Substantial trauma registry and hospital discharge data
 In November 2009, Governor Mitch Daniels signed an Executive Order creating the
Indiana State Trauma Care Committee (ISTCC), which serves as an advisory body to the
ISDH on all issues involving trauma. The ISTCC took the place of the trauma care task
force advisory group. The ISTCC is a committed group, with broad representation from
numerous agencies and organizations. In January 2013, Governor Pence re-issued
Governor Daniels’ original Executive Order.
 In August 2011, the ISDH hired a trauma and injury prevention division director,
prioritizing trauma as a division within the agency.
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In January 2012, the ISDH hired three additional staff members, a Trauma Registry
manager, a Trauma Registry data analyst and an injury epidemiologist, expanding the
trauma and injury prevention division’s expertise.
In August 2012, the EMS Commission, with input from ISDH, adopted the Triage and
Transport Rule, which requires EMS providers to transport the most seriously injured
patients to trauma centers.
In January 2013, the ISDH purchased an EMS registry software for all EMS providers in
Indiana use that is NEMSIS compliant.
In November 2013, the Trauma Registry Rule was published, which requires all prehospital providers, hospitals with Emergency Departments, and rehabilitation facilities to
report their trauma cases to the state trauma registry. 97 (of of the states’ 121 hospitals
with Emergency Departments) are reporting trauma registry data. The rule also addresses
the confidentiality of the data.
In January 2014, the ISDH hired an additional staff member, an EMS Registry manager.
In October 2014, the ISDH received $1.4 million from the Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention (CDC) to gather critical data on violent deaths using the National Violent
Death Reporting System (NVDRS). The ISDH has hired an additional three staff
members to fulfill the duties of this grant.
In March 2015, the ISDH hosted the first statewide injury prevention conference.
In March 2016, the ISDH received $3.2 million from the CDC to support enhancements
to INSPECT, the Indiana prescription drug monitoring program at the Indiana
Professional Licensing agency, improve opioid prescribing practices, support prevention
efforts at the state and community levels to address new and emerging problems related
to prescription drug overdoses and a partnership with the IU Fairbanks School of Public
Health to evaluate opioid prescribing practices in Indiana. The ISDH has hired an
additional three staff members to fulfill the duties of this grant.
The trauma and injury prevention division is developing the language for a Designation
rule, which would require all ACS verified trauma centers to be Indiana State designated.
The twelve hospitals with ACS-COT Level I, II, or III trauma centers geographically
cover the state fairly well. Eight hospitals are “in the process of ACS verification”, which
means they are within two years of becoming verified by the ACS.
The state has purchased linking software to probabilistically link EMS and trauma data.
The ISDH has developed the ability to extract trauma data from electronic medical
records.


Weaknesses
• Trauma Registries
• Existing databases not deterministically linked, including hospital discharge,
traffic crash records and EMS data, limits the scope of injury/trauma data
analysis.
• Cost/lack of sustainability of funding.
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• Lack of trained registrars at non-trauma center hospitals.
• Injury Prevention
• Data sources are insufficient, incomplete, or uncoordinated.
• Agencies/programs uncoordinated and or/duplicative.
• Inadequate funding.
• Injury prevention not perceived as important issues within public health in
Indiana.
 Lack of statewide trauma system
 Currently, ISDH has very limited state or federal funding sources to support injury
prevention and trauma system development.
Opportunities
• Opportunities for collaboration and improvement of data collection and analysis of injury
related to motor vehicle crashes are still evident (CODES, Traffic Records Coordinating
Committee, state EMS database, and state trauma registry development).
• Pre-Hospital Trauma Care
• Need for substantial Pre-hospital data – not all EMS providers are currently
reporting to the EMS Registry.
• Need for a better understanding of Pre-hospital medical care.
• Trauma Care in Hospitals
• Data/trauma registry – assessment of system needs.
• Use lessons/data from other states.
• Legislation to establish/fund trauma system.
• Trauma Registries
• Better linkage of existing/future databases.
• QA/PI – improve quality of care and patient outcomes.
• More hospitals reporting.
• Injury Prevention
• Improve data use – update data, make it more accessible, use for teaching, injury
surveillance.
 Much interest in state trauma system development and implementation from a wide variety
of stakeholders (represented on the Indiana State Trauma Care Committee).
 The Indiana State Trauma Care Committee recognizes the critical importance of reliable,
timely injury data needed to develop a statewide trauma system.
Challenges
 Lack of trauma coverage in rural areas.
 Trauma Registries
 Cost/lack of sustainable funding.
 Injury Prevention
 Funding needs & priorities/geopolitical diversity.
 Lack of governmental leadership and support.
 Competition among providers.
 Development of an integrated statewide trauma system (Indiana is only 1 of 6 states that
does not have an integrated system).
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Center for Road Safety (CRS) --- 2016
As an active participator in the Traffic Records Coordinating Committee, CRS has identified a list
of its strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and also the challenges that have been present in the
activities of the center during the last four years.
Strengths
 The existence of a central repository for integrated ISP crash, EMS, Hospital, BMV
driver, and INDOT road and traffic data available for analysis.
 Timely availability of linked crash, driver, road and traffic data. Hospital data delayed
only one year.
 As new datasets are brought into the linkage process, more in depth analyses are
possible and better understanding of previously ignored factors come to light.
 Indiana still is one of very few states with the ability to link driver history into their
integrated dataset (according to NHTSA.)
 Continual re-evaluation of the linkage process creates an environment that fosters
improved data quality.
 Evaluation of multiple years of data helps identify the best way to extract and combine
relevant information for a model.
 Years of accumulated familiarity with the interaction and interdependencies between
the data elements from multiple databases allows for proper weighting of the most and
the least reliable data elements, making models more representative. (see challenges)
 Separate linkages by zone of influence of Indiana Trauma Centers allowed the
identification of thousands of transfers, improving quality of the final linkages for the
state.
 Strong collaborative environment at the TRCC meetings. As agencies joined the
meetings, they have become more receptive to the idea of sharing and integrating their
data.
 Improved protocol and GIS layers increased the number of located/mapped crashes and
linked records.
 Advanced statistical modeling of linked data with start-of-the-art methodology reveals
the safety trends and impacts to support safety-related decision-making in Indiana.
 Ability to develop state of the art software tools and procedures which facilitate the
identification of specific road segments and intersections exhibiting specific safety
problems.
 Utilization of video and LIDAR technologies to assist the acquisition of traffic data and
the safety evaluation of roads and intersections.

Weaknesses
 The linkage of different datasets helps identify weaknesses or inconsistencies in the
data. (This could also be seen as a strength)
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Some data elements are present in the datasets but either not consistently populated or
populated incorrectly. If such data were properly entered, linkage quality would
improve.
Some data elements like the time of admission at a hospital; or if a patient admission
is the result of a transfer, the name of the hospital where they are transferring from, are
not present in the datasets. Nevertheless, such elements do not involve confidentiality
constraints, and could have an enormous effect in the linkage results.
EMS databases are undergoing a transition period, due to the adoption of NEMSIS
specifications. The change in the systems has caused a delay in the availability of data
for linkage. At this point no EMS data has been received for the last four years.
Lack of a process of systematic evaluation of the data quality and its control.
Access to the traffic records by agencies and public hampered by the various legal
restrictions on data and the lack of a user-convenient data portal.

Opportunities
 As more data providers join the TRCC, more data may become available for linkage.
Recent potential additions include toxicology results, coroner’s data, trauma registry,
and e-citations data.
 The strong collaborative environment of the TRCC meetings promotes the free
exchange of suggestions and requests for changes and/or additions to the database
elements.
 The availability of these integrated linked data permits certain types of traffic safety
analyses not possible before in Indiana. The evaluation of the effect of driver’s
education on the long term safety history of drivers is an example.
 As both data providers and data users regularly attend TRCC meetings, it becomes
easier for these users to be exposed to these new possible analyses which they were not
aware of before. As well as get more realistic estimates of when the availability of
suitable data will conform to their needs.
 EMS data started being collected also by the Trauma Center Repository.
 The Trauma Center Repository data provides time of admission, which was missing in
the Hospital Discharge data. It also started collecting transfer information, which will
make linkage to the previous hospitals more robust.
 The existing crash data portal ARIES and planned in the near future development of an
INDOT data portal may help the TRCC discussion on the Indiana data portal.
 Newly developed software tools like SNIP have the potential to unify infrastructure
(engineering) and enforcement (behavioral) solutions under the same methodologies,
and facilitate the allocation of resources to obtain an integrated estimated effect on
traffic safety.
Challenges
 As more and better data become available, the potential for conflict between similar
data elements from different datasets increase. Experience and judgment are needed to
properly deal with these elements.
 The progressive increase in the volume of data being integrated demands more time
and resources, with an associated increase in costs.
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The process of linkage is probabilistic and may involve imputation. The use of such
results may be sometimes hard to be understood or disputed by some data users.
Fortunately, as data completeness improved, the amount of imputed data has been
diminishing.
The scope for use of linked data is expanding, as the quality of the data improves.
Although the original purpose of these linkages was cost estimation, the proper
assessment of injuries may add a lot of value to engineering designs. Agencies like
INDOT may benefit of such information, and we are trying to include these data
whenever appropriate, in joint projects.
Indiana hospitals are preparing to adopt ICD10 codes for injuries. Because the injury
descriptions are not equivalent to ICD9, a way to make the 2 standards compatible will
need to be developed. Similarly, ICD9 codes are converted to MAIS (Maximum
abbreviated Injury Scale) using a software developed at Johns Hopkins. The software
is relatively old and has not been updated. If there is no version released for ICD10
codes, MAIS may have to be replaced by some alternative scale.
The current ownership of data by various public agencies and private entities with their
internal policies and limitations on sharing data creates a complex legal situation. The
past experience shows that reaching an agreement between two parties takes a
considerable amount of time and the final agreement puts restrictions on who and what
data can access and for what use. A multi-agency agreement or other legal solution is
needed, if possible. Multiplicity of data collected in different formats by various
institutions with not always fully documentation creates difficulties in data quality
control and its meaningful use for analysis.
Rotation of personnel in different agencies sometimes may disrupt the continuity of
projects or the flow of inter-agency data. On the other hand, in certain circumstances
this may also be seen as an opportunity to incorporate a fresh look into new solutions
to old problems.

Indiana Department of Transportation (INDOT)
Since INDOT uses its own resources and is not applying for 402 funds, we have not prepared a
SWOC. However, INDOT is taking the following actions to address roadway data elements:
1. Establishing the procedures/process flows for the collection and use of all MIRE
Fundamental Data Elements.
2. Working to improve the data quality control of roadway data elements.
3. Developing a data warehouse to allow for wider and more integrated access to roadway
data element information.
4. Developing a redacted subset of ARIES crash data and a system to allow for more
streamlined access to the data for analysis.
Center for Criminal Justice Research, IU Public Policy Institute
1. Resolve issues with a number of ARIES data fields
 Age variable coding – invalid birthdates default to 0 years (e.g., several hundred
records show Drivers with an age of < 1 year)
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Definition of a fatal crash/traffic fatality – resolve discrepancies between ARIES
(crash report) definition and FARS definition – This causes problems with analyzing
the data when researchers must attempt to match to sets of numbers between FARS
and ARIES. Why are there two different definitions? Is there a way to transition to
one?
 Drivers identified in ARIES with more than one collision – a number of records show
individual drivers with multiple collisions occurring at the same time, location, and
day. This is apparently a business practice involving the identification of secondary
incidents as separate collisions. This is a complex issue to address, but the practice
makes it difficult to utilize the BMV driver history data in combination with ARIES
to accurately determine the prevalence of drivers involved in multiple collisions.
2. Develop and maintain a system for conducting a regular inventory of traffic-related data
sets
 Develop inventory and tracking system to identify:
o data sets
o variable definitions
o agency contact
o agency procedure for data sharing
 Explore potential analytical linkages with ARIES and other data sets

Indiana Bureau of Motor Vehicles
I. Overview
According to the methodology of the Indiana Assessment Report, data ownership for Indiana
drivers and vehicles falls within the domain of the Bureau of Motor Vehicles (BMV). This report
responds to questions posed regarding the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration’s
(NHTSA) assessment presented to the BMV. The document addresses question presented in the
advisory, the evidence requirement, the advisory’s findings, and the BMV current response. Only
questions that fall within the domain of the BMV, and those evidence requirements that where
partially met by the standard of evidence and did not meet the standard of evidence set by the
advisory are addressed in this report.
II. Vehicles
Q89: Are the collection, reporting, and posting procedures for registration, title, and title brand
information formally documented?
Partially Meets the Standard of Evidence – Very Important
Evidence Requirement: Provide a narrative description of the data dictionary's procedure
documentation and provide an extract.
information.
tle brand
information are formally documented. BMV branch and Central Office (CO) associates are given
rigorous training that lasts throughout their probationary hire period, which is six months.
Employees are also provided opportunities for cross-training and have regular input into the
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development of ongoing projects and formalization of administrative policies within their
workgroup.
le brands:
- Salvage and Salvage-Flood Damaged: Documented in Chapter 22 of the Motor Vehicle Title
Manual
- Rebuilt and Rebuilt-Flood Damaged: Documented in Chapter 23 of the Motor Vehicle Title
Manual
- Junk vehicles do not receive a title or brand. The title record receives a flag of ‘Junk’. This
process is documented in Chapter 37 of the Motor Vehicle Title Manual.
Q90: Is there a process flow diagram describing the vehicle data system?
Does Not Meet the Standard – Somewhat Important
Evidence Requirement: Provide the process flow diagram.

specifically NHTSA/TRCC would like to see included in the diagram so that Indiana can
develop appropriately.
94/95/97: Are the steps from initial event (titling, registration) to final entry into the statewide
vehicle system documented in a process flow diagram?
Partially Meets the Standard – Somewhat Important
Evidence Requirement: Provide the process flow diagram. If diagram does not exist, provide a
narrative describing the process in detail.
es by
application type. A typical title and registration transaction is less than ten minutes. The title
application is quality checked within 48 hours, then released to print and mail. The registration
card and license plate, if applicable is mailed to the customer within 14 days.
Additionally, license branches submit internal error correction requests by completing a Title
Correction form, which is imaged with the title application paperwork to the Central Office
Document Management team for correction.
Q 102: When discrepancies are identified during data entry in the crash data system, are vehicle
records flagged for possible updating?
Does Not Meet the Standard – Less Important
Evidence Requirement: Provide an appropriate extract from the vehicle system manual that
details the process for addressing a record flagged by the crash system.
immediately of the data entry problem and cannot move on until it is corrected. No records are
flagged for updating. Notification of errors is usually brought forward by the driver or vehicle
owner.
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operating specifications, the most recent driver and motor vehicle records are made available to
emergency response personnel.
Q110: Are there uniformity performance measures tailored to the needs of data managers and
data users?
Does Not Meet the Standard – Very Important
Evidence Requirement: Provide a complete list of vehicle system uniformity measures the State
uses, including the most current baseline and actual values for each.
Reference was made to the Highway Safety Plan document, but it does not contain the
performance information.
Documentation Accuracy: 99.5% Accuracy Rate = Green Performance Rating
Q116: Are periodic comparative and trend analyses used to identify unexplained differences in
the data across years and jurisdictions?
Does Not Meet the Standard – Very Important
Evidence Requirement: Describe the analyses, provide a sample report or other output, and
specify the analyses' frequency.
ic or trend analyses of vehicle data. Fact
sheets provide trending data used in the Highway Safety Plan and 408 plans, but does not appear
to meet the intent of addressing unexplained differences identified.

Q117: Is data quality feedback from key users regularly communicated to data collectors and
data managers?
Partially Meets the Standard – Somewhat Important
Evidence Requirement: Describe the process for transmitting and utilizing key users' data quality
feedback to inform changes.
some examples.
managers through weekly, monthly, and annual reports and through service requests. ITD
meetings are held throughout the year, where data managers are gathered to collaborate with IT
personnel in developing solutions for working problems.
III. Driver Data System
Q120: Can the State's DUI s data system be linked electronically to the driver system?
Partially Meets the Standard – Very Important
Evidence Requirement: Provide a narrative explanation of a State's linking protocols that
demonstrated how a citation on the DUI data system is linked to a record on the driver system.
Include identification of the linkage portal and organizations responsible for maintaining the link
and the linking fields used.
: While the narrative explanation does describe the electronic linkages,
there is a lack of the additional details necessary to identify the linkage portal and the specific
organizations responsible for maintaining the link and the linking fields used.
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en a driver has been cited for a DUI (OVWI) and the citation is transmitted to the Indiana
BMV, STARS will apply linkages between the driver and administrative actions, along with
forthcoming judicial actions. The process is automated and, provided that the citation and
adjudication data is transmitted to the BMV, the linkages between driver data and DUI
information will be maintained.
Q121: Does the driver system capture novice drivers' training histories, including provider names
and types of education (classroom or behind-the-wheel)?
Partially Meets Standard – Less Important
Evidence Requirement: Provide a narrative documenting the availability of novice driver training
history (including motorcycle and commercial license training), and specify the pertinent data
fields and audit checks in the data dictionary or provide a sample system report.
sample system report was available to determine if the detail regarding the provider names and
types of education (classroom and/or behind the wheel) is captured as the standard Indicates. The
BMV contracts with many vendors whom hold approved Driver Education, CDL training,
Motorcycle Safety Training.
sample output for a driver that has enrolled in a driver education program. The BMV
associate can record the student’s placement in classroom or internet learning from this institute.
et course and their
driving grades.
testing with an Indiana BMV approved vendor.
itten testing for
a Commercial Driver’s License at an Indiana BMV branch office, internet kiosks that indicates
their grades, type and dates of testing, and examiners. The skills testing questions are written by
the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration (FMCSA) and reviewed by American
Association of Motor Vehicle Administrators (AAMVA) before they are provided to the Indiana
BMV and are also completed in the BMV branch location. Links to testing material, study
guides, and CDL training schools are available on the BMV’s website.
Indiana Criminal Justice Institute (ICJI), Indiana University Purdue University-Indianapolis
(IUPUI), and the American Biker Aimed Toward Education (ABATE) program on a pilot
research project that will track incidents, accidents, and fatalities of motorcycle drivers
throughout the state of Indiana. The program is still in development at the time of this writing.
Throughout the state, four organizational groups, Harley-Davidson, Yamaha, the US Armed
Forces, and ABATE hold motorcycle safety and training courses that provide students with
testing waivers. These waivers will allow students to obtain a motorcycle endorsement upon
successful completion.
The Indiana BMV provides skills training, teaching practicum, and quality assurance oversight
and audits on all groups that provide a BMV-approved curriculum. Last year, approximately
7,000 students successfully completed a motorcycle training and safety course in Indiana.
Q136: Are the processes and procedures for purging data from the driver system documented?
Does Not Meet the Standard – Somewhat Important
Evidence Requirement: Provide the documentation or flow diagram that describes the processes
and procedures for purging data and the timelines for these actions.
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the purging of driver data from the driver record system. Two different responses, one yes and
one no, from the state involving the question related to purging driver data makes determining
whether the state meets the standard difficult. Also, no flow chart was available.
ad
hoc basis.
Q137: In States that have the administrative authority to suspend licenses based on a DUI arrest
independent of adjudication, are these processes documented?
Partially Meets the Standard – Somewhat Important
Evidence Requirement: Provide the documentation or flow diagram that describes the processes
and procedures for administrative license suspension.
: A narrative response referenced state statutes and a description of the
administrative process where the BMV has the authority to administratively suspend licenses
based upon a DUI arrest that is independent of adjudication. However, without a copy of the
statutes and a companion flow chart, it was not possible to determine if the state fully meets the
standard.
he Indiana BMV has the administrative authority to suspend a driver’s license when a
probable cause affidavit is submitted to the BMV from court. It is authorized by IC 9-30-6-9.
This process is performed through manual entry of the probable cause affidavit data into STARS.
Q154: Are there completeness performance measures tailored to the needs of data managers and
data users?
Partially Meets the Standard – Very Important
Evidence Requirement: Provide a complete list of driver system completeness measures the State
uses, including the most current baseline and actual values for each.
ss
is built into the system. The BMV utilizes monthly CDLIS timeliness and accuracy reports to
determine completeness. The BMV uses the report of performance generated by CDLIS. The
other documents refer to requirements and processes but do not address performance measures.
The data dictionary also does not provide performance measures.
will not be saved and/or updated without meeting necessary validations when inputted into
necessary data fields. This is necessary in every record throughout STARS and for all data
functions.
Q155: Are there uniformity performance measures tailored to the needs of data managers and
data users?
Does Not Meet the Standard – Very Important Evidence Requirement: Provide a complete list of
driver system uniformity measures the State uses, including the most current baseline and actual
values for each.
ion
provided.
from defined data parameters.
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Q 157: Are there accessibility performance measures tailored to the needs of data managers and
data users?
Does Not Meet the Standard – Somewhat Important
Evidence Requirement: Provide a complete list of driver system accessibility measures the State
uses, including the most current baseline and actual values for each.
oversight related to proper access authority,
the state lacks these performance measures to attain the standard of evidence for accessibility
measures.
defined in project management meetings.
Q158: Has the state established numeric goals—performance metrics—for each performance
measure?
Partially Meets the Standard –Very Important
Evidence Requirement: Provide the specific, State-determined numeric goals associated with
each performance measure in use.
state has not indicated any other numeric goals for other performance measures related to driver
records. The only State-determined goal provided was the statutorily-required court records.
Administratively determined goals that reflect customer service best practices are also in place.
Q 160: Are independent sample-based audits conducted periodically for the driver reports and
related database contents for that record?
Partially Meets the Standard – Somewhat Important
Evidence Requirement: Describe the formal audit methodology, provide a sample report or other
output, and specify the audits' frequency.
CD31 audit which is the CDLIS Master Pointer Record (MPR) data quality validation and
verification process. No other independent periodic, sample-based audits were mentioned.
performed on an ad hoc basis when STARS coding errors return data anomalies.
Q205: Are all citation dispositions—both within and outside the judicial branch—tracked by the
statewide data system?
Does Not Meet Standard – Somewhat Important
Evidence Requirement: Provide a narrative description of the processes by which all citation
dispositions—including administrative license revocations, deferred prosecutions, and mailins—are captured by the statewide data system. Specify the reporting percentages for each type
of citation disposition captured by the system.
-ticket file does not track
dispositions. While the BMV driver history database includes many dispositions, it apparently
doesn't include deferrals, and it is not clear whether it includes dismissals and non-guilty
findings.
STARS is equipped to collect citation information when submitted from Indiana courts. Once a
court has submitted a disposition to the BMV via an SR16 a driver history action is processed.
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The subsequent information is then updated in an individual’s driving record in automated batch
processes or through manual entry. This occurs for both deferrals and dismissed verdicts, as well
as court orders to conduct an amendment to a driver history. While the information is recorded
into STARS if received, dismissal information will never show up on a driver’s record and will
not be visible to anyone outside the BMV.
Q 206: Are final dispositions (up to and including the resolution of any appeals) posted to the
driver data system?
Partially Meets Standard – Somewhat Important
Evidence Requirement: Provide a flow chart or audit report documenting how all types of
dispositions are posted to the driver file.
sessor Conclusions: Postings of final dispositions to the driver file do not appear to include
all deferrals and dismissals.
other methods of delivery, resolutions of dispositions are updated in the driver record. See below
for a flow chart when processed through CATS.
Q222: Do the citation data dictionaries indicate the data fields that are populated through
interface linkages with other traffic records system components?
Partially Meets Standard – Very Important
Evidence Requirement: Provide a list of data fields from populated through interface linkages
with other traffic records system components.
it is not part of the data
dictionaries.
performed within the court’s case management system.
Q240: Is citation data linked with the vehicle file to collect vehicle information and carry out
administrative actions (e.g., vehicle seizure, forfeiture, interlock)?
Does Not Meet Standard – Somewhat Important
Evidence Requirement: Provide the results of a sample query and describe how the linked
information is used to collect vehicle information and carry out administrative actions.

will be populated within the officer’s electronic citation issuance system(s).
Q241: Is adjudication data linked with the vehicle file to collect vehicle information and carry
out administrative actions (e.g., vehicle seizure, forfeiture, interlock mandates and supervision)?
Does Not Meet Standard – Somewhat Important
Evidence Requirement: Provide the results of a sample query and describe how the linked
information is used to collect vehicle information and carry out administrative actions.
ot appear that adjudication information is linked to the vehicle
file to support any sort of administrative actions on the vehicle itself.
report vehicle information, as reported by the officer, upon submission of violations to the BMV.
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Question 242/243: Is citation/adjudication data linked with the crash file to document violations
and charges related to the crash?
Partially Meets Standard – Somewhat Important
Does Not Meet Standard – Somewhat Important
Evidence Requirement: Provide the results of a sample query and describe how the linked
information is used to document violations and charges related to the crash.
on information appears in the crash data, this does not
appear to be as a result of a linkage between the data sets.
Court Case Management Systems (CMS) and electronically transmitted to the BMV will be
linked to a driver and all their registered vehicles through a Customer Unique Identification
(CUID) number.
Number at the bottom of the screen indicates that there is a searchable document in ARIES that
links this accident with the driver’s suspension. This document (an Indiana Officer’s Standard
Crash Report) can be retrieved in ARIES.
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Section 405 Interim Progress Report
State: Indiana

Report Date: 05/13/2016

Submitted by: John Bodeker

Regional Reviewer:
System to be
Impacted
Performance
Area(s) to be
Impacted
Performance
Measure used to
track
Improvement(s)

Relevant Project(s)
in the State’s
Strategic Plan
Improvement(s)
Achieved or
Anticipated

___CRASH ___DRIVER ____VEHICLE ____ROADWAY
__X__CITATION/ADJUDICATION ____EMS/INJURY
OTHER specify:
____ACCURACY ___TIMELINESS _____COMPLETENESS
____ACCESSIBILITY ____UNIFORMITY __X__INTEGRATION

OTHER

specify:

Narrative Description of the Measure: The goal of the Traffic Records program is to create
an integrated traffic records system through a collaboration with all local, state and federal
entities responsible for motor vehicle safety. The program was designed to improve the
timeliness, accuracy, completeness, uniformity, integration and accessibility of state data that
is needed to identify priorities for national, state and local roadway and traffic safety
programs. The Indiana Supreme Court, Division of State Court Administration has deployed
the Electronic Citation and Warning System (e-CWS) throughout the state. The Supreme
Court also implemented Odyssey which is the case management system used by the courts.
In FY 2015, 374 law enforcement agencies have been trained in the e-CWS (or e-ticket)
system. The e-CWS allows officers to issue electronic citations (Uniform Traffic Tickets –
UTTs). As of December 2015 there have been 237 courts in 54 of the 92 counties trained and
using Odyssey. Furthermore, the number of uniform citations found in Odyssey for analysis
jumped from 7,367,823 on 04/01/2015 to 8,393,444 on 03/31/2016. Once the UTTs are
integrated into the e-CWS, they are also integrated (linked) into Odyssey, and the Indiana
Bureau of Motor Vehicle’s system.

Title, number and strategic Plan page reference for each Traffic Records System
improvement project to which this performance measure relates: This measure is related to
the traffic records improvement project which is associated with the traffic records
coordinators goals and objectives of the Traffic Records Coordinating committee. This is
strategic plan project # IN-D-00026, located on page 16 of the 2012 electronic strategic plan.
Narrative of the Improvement(s): Our goal to increase the number of Uniform Traffic
Tickets (UTTs) issued each year and integrated into the e-CWS. The goal for FY- 2015 was
to increase the number of UTTs issued each month and entered into the e-CWS over the
entire fiscal year.

Specification of
how the Measure is
calculated /
estimated

When a UTT is issued in the field, it is integrated into the e-CWS system through Odyessy at
the State Supreme Court. The Supreme Court maintains a count of the UTTs issued into the
case management system by county and integrated into the e-CWS. The total number of
UTTs integrated into the e-CWS is reported monthly by the Supreme Court to the ICJI
Program Manager. The total number of UTTs integrated into the e-CWS is presented in a bar
graph by month for both the baseline period and the performance period.

Date and Baseline
Value for the
Measure

The baseline period is from 04/01/2014 through 03/31/2015. Total UTTs issued into the eCWS system from 04/01/2014 through 03/31/2015 increased from 6,421,381 to 7,363,891.
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Date and Current
Value for the
Measure
Regional
Reviewer’s
Conclusion
If “has not” or “not
sure”: What
remedial guidance
have you given the
State?
Comments
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The Performance period is from 04/01/2015 through 03/31/2016. Total UTTs issued from
04/01/2015 through 03/31/16 increased from 7,367,891 to 8,393,444. This is a 14% increase.
The bar graph shows continued improvement in the number of UTTs integrated into the eCWS throughout the baseline period, and throughout the performance period over the
baseline period month by month and collectively at the end of each measurement period.
Check one
___Measurable performance improvement has been documented
___Measurable performance improvement has not been documented
___Not sure
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Traffic Records Coordinating Committee Meeting Minutes
October 28, 2015
The meeting was called to order at 1:05 P.M. Members present were Craig Roth –
APPRISS/ARIES, Kathy Wasson – State Supreme Court, Katie Hokanson – Indiana State
Department of Health , Jose Thomaz – Purdue University, Rachael Thielin – Indiana University
PPI, David Murtaugh – Indiana Criminal Justice Institute , Mark Dehm – Bureau of Motor
Vehicles and Angie Biggs – Indiana Department of Homeland Security . Guests present were
Phil Reese, Camry Hess and Shannon Polk. ICJI Staff present included John Bodeker.
Self-introductions were conducted. The previous meeting’s minutes were reviewed and approved
by unanimous vote. Kathy Wasson offered the motion to approve, and Jose Thomaz seconded.
Under Old Business, John Bodeker noted that the TRCC’s recommendation from the last
meeting for a possible method of tracking crash victims through a unique assigned number is
included in the FY-2016 Highway Safety Plan. It was also noted that the next task for the TRCC
may be to make recommendations regarding the State’s MMUCC compliance.
There were no other items in Old Business, and no items for New Business, so the meeting
moved on to Member Reports.
Jose Thomaz reported that the Center for Road Safety was just starting to work with new data
and linkages for the new fiscal year. The data that they are currently working with is from 2003
through 2013.
Katie Hokanson provided a handout on the efforts of the Department of Health in providing
training for hospitals and trauma centers to enter their data into the Trauma Registry. The
handout provided the current status of hospitals entering data into the Trauma Registry, and the
status of the timeliness, accuracy, uniformity, integration and accessibility of the data being
entered. Camry Hess reported on the LinkSolv software being used by the Department of Health.
Jose Thomaz asked Katie about the process regarding the acquisition of EMS data for the
Trauma Registry. Katie noted that the Department of Homeland Security gathers the EMS data,
then the Department of Health gets that data from Homeland Security. Jose then asked if Purdue
could get 2013 data from Homeland Security for CODES and EMS. After a discussion between
Jose and Angie Biggs, Angie suggested that a new contract for the transfer of data between
Homeland Security and Purdue be created. Jose agreed.
Rachael Thelin reported that the Indiana University Public Policy Institute (PPI) had sent an email blast to all appropriate agencies containing all of the 2014 Traffic Safety Fact Sheets which
PPI creates under contract with CJI.
Mark Dehm reported that starting in January, the State of Indiana would join the State to State
System. This system allows all participating states to have access to the driving records from all
other participating states. This system is similar to the Commercial Driver License system in that
drivers with license issues in one participating state cannot get a license in another participating
state without the latter state being aware of those issues. The database for this system will be
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maintained by the AAMVA as a third party participant. There are currently seven participating
states.
Ed Littlejohn reported that the new breathalyzers (Intox Eclin II) now have a drop down box for
officers to use in selecting the correct type of crash. Prior to the drop down box, all crashes were
showing up as property damage crashes only. The new drop down box was implemented within
the week previous to this meeting. Ed also noted that there are approximately 25,000 breath tests
administered each year.
Kathy Wasson reported that Supreme Court Technology was working on updates for the live
pilot testing project of Version 5 of the Electronic Citation and Warning System (e-CWS).
Supreme Court Technology also received a grant to make mapping data more accurate. There are
currently 17 to 20 law enforcement agencies in the pipeline for e-CWS training. Finally, they are
bringing back disposition information in the e-CWS so information on the entire process per
ticket issued can be viewed.
Rob Simpson reported that the Indiana State Police were currently in a partnership with a group
of graduate students from Notre Dame. The graduate students are analyzing crash data, and will
be applying that data to an analytic system currently being used in Tennessee for crash reduction.
Angie Biggs reported that the data tracking system for Fire and EMS is up and running. The
NEMSIS Version 3 is in process and it is hoped that it will be ready next month. There are
currently about three million records in the database. Angie said they are unsure how they will
ultimately be resolved, but they are working on that issue. Angie also noted that 2015 data is
currently accurate and 2015 EMS data is current.
Craig Roth reported that APPRISS is currently conducting a complete re-write of ARIES from
2003 to now. The new system will be labeled ARIES 6.0. Craig offered some examples of
changes that were being implemented, and encouraged all TRCC members to offer their
suggestions for changes to the system as well. A committee to review all recommendations was
being developed, and will be working on all recommendations for changes and upgrades to the
current ARIES system.
Jose noted that one suggestion could be to review not just the data collected, but also how that
data is grouped.
John Bodeker noted that changes could be made in the data collected that is both beneficial to the
State, and helps us improve our level of MMUCC compliance.
With no other reports offered, and no further discussion, a motion to adjourn was requested. Ed
Littlejohn moved to adjourn. Jose Thomaz seconded. The vote to adjourn was unanimous. The
meeting was adjourned at 2:15 PM.
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February 10, 2016
The meeting was called to order at 1:00 PM.
Members/Guests Present: Jose Thomaz – Purdue University, Katie Hokanson, Ramzi Nimry,
Camry Hess, and Christin Miller – Indiana State Department of Health, David Murtaugh –
Indiana Criminal Justice Institute, Craig Roth – APPRISS, Ed Littlejohn – Department of
Toxicology, Steve Shepard – Indiana Office of Technology, Annette Page – Indiana State
Supreme Court, Dona Sapp – Indiana University, Rob Simpson – Indiana State Police, John
Bodeker - ICJI
The previous meeting’s minutes were reviewed. Ed Littlejohn made a motion to approve the
minutes without any further corrections. Jose Thomaz seconded. The vote to approve the minutes
as presented was unanimous.
Old Business: John Bodeker made a report on behalf of Mark Dehn of the BMV. Indiana delayed
the “go live date” for the State to State Program originally scheduled for January in order to do
further testing. The launch date for the State to State Program will now be February 20, 2016.
This date will not change. With no other Old Business, the Committee moved on to New
Business.
New Business: John Bodeker reported that in the recently passed FAST ACT there is a new
funding stream (405E) which is specifically for use in efforts to reduce distracted driving. One
aspect of this new funding stream provides more flexibility in the use of its funds for states who
improve their MMUCC compliance as it pertains to distracted driving. Conforming to the
MMUCC section for distracted driving could allow states to transfer some of the 405E funds into
section 402. Since section 402 allows for a wide application of the funds in that section, States
who meet the MMUCC standard for distracted driving, and are allowed to move some 405E
funding to 402, will have much more flexibility in the use of those funds. The TRCC would be
an excellent resource to the State in determining how to better conform with MMUCC
terminology as it pertains to distracted driving, and should consider working toward that goal.
Craig Roth noted that APPRISS is currently in the process of doing a complete re-write of
ARIES. Therefore the timing would be perfect to make every effort to include MMUCC standard
terminology in that re-write. Doing so would be an advantageous first step in moving toward
greater MMUCC conformity in general, and for distracted driving specifically.
Jose Thomaz requested that future minutes include a complete list of all current TRCC members.
Jose felt that including the membership list would be helpful for the membership to keep up with
changes to the Committee. John Bodeker noted that a current membership listing will be
included in future TRCC agendas, and finalized minutes.
John Bodeker provided a report on several New Business items. Total traffic fatalities for 2015
were up, but motorcycle fatalities were down. Final numbers will be available soon. The first
year of a High Visibility Enforcement (HVE) project for motorcycles had five law enforcement
agencies receiving grants in 2015. The 2016 HVE motorcycle project will open for applications
on March 1. With no other new Business, the meeting moved on to stakeholder reports.
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Rob Simpson reported that the State Police partnership with Notre Dame on the Data Analytics
program from Tennessee had concluded. The graduate students working on the partnership will
make their recommendations based on the results they found.
Craig Roth reported that the ARIES 6.0 working group was in the planning stages of the ARIES
re-write. Completion of the planning stage will determine the projected launch date.
Jose Thomaz reported that he had completed the 5% analysis. This analysis identified road
segments that had the highest risk for a crash (the top 5% in the State) with a focus on speed and
alcohol involvement. Jose also reported that the predictive model for motorcycle crashes based
on several factors (speed, weather, etc.) was shown to be very accurate. Jose is also involved in
the ARIES 6.0 Working Group which is conducting a complete re-write of ARIES. He is also
working on ways to help make ARIES more MMUCC compliant.
Katie Hokanson reported for the Department of Health. Katie’s report was supported by a
handout which is incorporated as an attachment into these minutes.
Annette Page reported that the State Supreme Court, Division of Administration was working on
the e-CWS Version 5.0. It is currently in the testing phase. Annette also provided an update on
the current user status of the e-CWS. The general monthly report for the Indiana Supreme Court,
Division of Administration from e-grants is incorporated as an attachment to these minutes to
provide the detail of Annette’s report.
Dona Sapp reported that Indiana University – PPI is working on revisions to the work plan for
the Crash Fact Sheets and the Crash Fact Book per request from the ICJI. They are also working
on more web applications to develop tools for data users to more easily access specific crash
data.
Rick Drumm reported on behalf of the Federal Highway Administration. Rick reported that the
State Strategic Highway Safety Plan has been completed and sent to the Governor’s Office for
final review.
With no other reports or business at this time, a motion to adjourn was requested. Ed Littlejohn
moved to adjourn. Jose Thomaz seconded. The vote to adjourn was unanimous. The meeting was
adjourned at 2:15 P.M.
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Attachment 3: Motorcyclist Safety
405 F – Motorcyclist Safety (23 CFR 1200.25)
Applying under Motorcyclist Awareness Program:
1. Copy of official State document (law provided below) identifying the designated
State authority over motorcyclist safety issues is provided as here in Attachment 3:
IC 9-27-7-3
Bureau to develop a motorcycle operator safety education program
Sec. 3. The bureau shall develop and administer a motorcycle operator safety education
program that, at a minimum, must:
(1) provide motorcycle operator education;
(2) provide instructor training;
(3) increase public awareness of motorcycle safety; and
(4) evaluate and recommend improvements to the motorcycle operator licensing system.
As added by P.L.145-2011, SEC.22.
2. Letter from the Governor’s Representative for Highway Safety regarding the
development of the motorcyclist awareness program is provided here in Attachment
3:
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3. Data used to identify and prioritize the State’s motorcyclist safety program areas is
provided here in Attachment 3. A complete list of motorcycle registrations by
county begins on page 128 of the HSP.
Automated Reporting Information Exchange System (ARIES)
Nearly 100 percent of Indiana law enforcement agencies submit electronic crash reports
into the Indiana State Police’s (ISP) Automated Reporting Information Exchange System
(ARIES). This system uses business edits to provide users with only the areas of the
report that need to be completed. It also includes a mapping feature and enhanced VIN
and INDOT data. Over 90 percent of agencies submit reports into ARIES within five
days of a collision. This allows ICJI staff to access accurate, up-to-date crash data.
Indiana University Public Policy Institute (PPI)
Indiana University Public Policy Institute (PPI), a partner of ICJI, publishes an annual
collection of the state’s motor vehicle crash facts and trends. Fact sheet topics include:
alcohol, children, trucks, young drivers, motorcycles, occupant protection, and dangerous
driving. PPI also publishes county profile fact sheets for all 92 counties and a
comprehensive crash fact book that contains statistics, trends, and maps of crashes that
occur across the state. The data used for these publications are provided by ARIES but
are cleaned and queried outside of the ARIES system. Fact sheets can be found under the
traffic safety link in.gov/cji/2367.htm on the ICJI website.
Odyssey Case Management System
ICJI has obtained access to query the Odyssey Case Management System, which allows
staff to view electronically submitted traffic citations, including the charges, dispositions,
file date, and county in which the offense occurred. Demographic information, including
gender and race, can also be obtained. This is one way ICJI can measure law
enforcement activity during grant funded periods. Although citation statistics are useful
in determining law enforcement activity, ICJI does not use citation information to
establish goals.
Purdue Center for Road Safety (CRS)
The Center for Road Safety (CRS), affiliated with the School of Civil Engineering at
Purdue University, conducts research and develops engineering tools in the area of road
safety, including driver and roadway-related characteristics. CRS provides technical
assistance, analysis, and a final report for the annual observed seat belt usage surveys
conducted around the state.
Fatality Analysis Reporting System (FARS)
FARS is a nationwide census providing NHTSA, Congress, and the American public
yearly data regarding fatal injuries suffered in motor vehicle crashes. Various FARS data
reports and querying tools are available at nhtsa.gov/FARS. FARS also annually
provides the Traffic Safety Facts, Indiana report covering the most recent 5 years of crash
data. FARS data is central to many program targets set by ICJI.
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Operation Pull Over (OPO) Database
The OPO database is a data repository and reporting tool created by and administered by
ICJI. ICJI subgrantees access the database to report on all programmatic activities from
the reimbursable administrative costs to the number of grant funded patrol hours and the
resulting number of citations. This database is the source of Indiana’s reported citations
for seat belts, impaired driving, and speeding as part of the NHTSA core measures.
Oracle Business Intelligence Enterprise Edition (OBIEE) – INDOT Answers
OBIEE was built for and is maintained by INDOT. INDOT regularly uses OBIEE to
track and monitor performance metrics data. The OBIEE database is similar to ARIES as
both systems utilize ISP collision data and provide methods for querying the data.
OBIEE provides an alternative to ARIES provides query results in a different format.
OBIEE query results are easily extractable to Excel format for additional analysis.
4. Description of how the State achieved collaboration among agencies and
organizations regarding motorcycle safety issues is provided here in Attachment 3:
It is essential that ICJI continues to collaborate with traffic safety stakeholders to remain
current about emerging traffic safety issues. This allows ICJI to take appropriate action
to address any identified problems.
Serving as Indiana’s traffic safety advisory group, the Council assists ICJI in developing
policies, procedures, and programs that will strengthen Indiana’s highway safety
program. Best practices and evidence based countermeasures and strategies are
consistently reviewed from documents such as Countermeasures that Work to address
traffic safety problems and help attain performance targets. Regular assessments of
current projects are conducted by looking at output and outcome based data to determine
areas that may need changes in administration or funding. This voluntary group
appointed by the Governor, coordinates aggressive public information campaigns and
provides educational materials and research findings to traffic safety advocates. The
Council conducts quarterly meetings where representatives from the ISP, fatal alcohol
crash teams (FACTs), Automotive Safety Program (ASP), PPI, Indiana Prosecuting
Attorneys Council (IPAC) which houses the states Traffic Safety Resource Prosecutor
(TSRP), Marion County Traffic Safety Partnership, Standard Field Sobriety Test/Drug
Recognition Expert (SFST/DRE) coordinator, Indiana Excise Police, and law
enforcement liaisons (LELs) discuss strategies that will reduce traffic collisions resulting
in injuries and death. The Council also works with INDOT to coordinate traffic safety
strategies outlined in the HSP and State Highway Safety Plan (SHSP) whenever it is
updated. INDOT works closely with ICJI through regular meetings and communications
about the status of goals and efforts outlined in the HSP and SHSP through the monthly
Indiana Crash Snapshot report that is exchanged between INDOT, ICJI, and FHWA.
ICJI will continue collaborating with the Traffic Records Coordinating Committee
(TRCC), a group of individuals dedicated to improving the state’s traffic records systems.
The TRCC includes representatives from ICJI, Bureau of Motor Vehicles (BMV),
Indiana Department of Transportation, (INDOT), ISP, Federal Highway Administration
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(FHWA), Judicial Technology Automation Committee (JTAC), Indiana State Department
of Health (ISDH), and the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration (FMCSA). The
TRCC seeks to enhance the accessibility, accuracy, uniformity, and completeness of
statewide traffic-related information.
ICJI will continue its partnership with PPI to obtain a research analysis of Indiana’s
traffic safety trends and an evaluation of ICJI’s countermeasures. The data obtained by
PPI allows for ICJI and their partners to determine whether programming is effective.
Annual traffic safety fact sheets, county profile fact sheets, and a comprehensive crash
fact book allow ICJI and their partners to make informed policy and program decisions.
Lastly, ICJI will continue its partnership with Purdue University’s Center for Road Safety
(CRS). The CRS seeks to strengthen injury data throughout the state by tracking the
progress of the linkages between crash, EMS, and hospital inpatient/outpatient databases.
The CRS does not own the information in these three databases; however, they advise the
owners of the data about source quality on the results of linking packages. The CRS
assists ICJI by improving observational seat belt survey designs and training observers on
how to correctly obtain data. Once the surveys are complete, the CRS analyzes the raw
data and provides ICJI with overall seat belt and helmet usage rates and usage rates
broken down into regions, vehicle type, gender, race, role (i.e., driver or passenger), and
road class.
5. Copy of the State strategic communications plan is provided here in Attachment 3:
Media & Public Awareness Campaign – Motorcycle Safety for Motorcyclist &
Motorcycle Awareness for the General Public
ICJI will purchase online and radio ads, as well as printed materials, and create
partnerships with rider events, and any other necessary media related to motorcycle
safety and motorist awareness. Media messaging is aimed at riders to educate them about
how to complete rider training courses, become properly licensed, and encourage riding
sober i.e.: “Ride Sober or Get Pulled Over.” ICJI previously purchased significant
motorcyclist safety marketing featuring Moto GP star Nicky Hayden which is still
regularly used by ABATE in monthly publications. This marketing emphasizes wearing
proper safety equipment, including a helmet, at all times when riding on motorcycles.
Areas reporting a large number of un-helmeted motorcyclist fatalities will also receive
additional focus.
In conjunction with our Governor’s proclamation of May as Motorcycle Safety
Awareness Month in Indiana, earned media including radio, television and social blog
promotes awareness of motorcycle presence and safety at a kickoff event held at
Monument Circle at the center of Indianapolis. Displaying yard signs and banners with
the slogan “Save A Life, Be Aware -Motorcycles Are Everywhere,” at this event and
various “mayor’s rides” in high crash rate counties throughout the northwestern corner of
the state such as Lake, Porter, LaPorte, and St. Joseph counties, provides a reminder to
the general public that riding season is starting and promotes awareness of the growing
motorcycle presence during the coming months. Further, bumper stickers displaying this
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message are available through the Indiana Bureau of Motor Vehicles, and at branch
locations across Indiana.
All motorcycle marketing and media will be strategic and focus on areas with the highest
number of motorcycle collision and fatalities/highest number of motorcycle registrations,
reaching riders and the general public in these targeted areas. In high motorcycle
registration counties/areas, there will be specific paid media, including traditional and
digital, containing the message “Save A Life, Be Aware - Motorcycles Are Everywhere”,
“Look Out for Motorcycles,” etc. to build awareness of motorcycle presence to general
motorists. Assigned program manager will provide oversight and monitoring of this
project.
Motorcyclist Safety & General Public Motorcycle Awareness Campaign Key
Components
Target Audience:
 Motorcycle Safety for Motorcyclist
o Young males, ages 18 to 24
o Males, ages 40-55
 Motorcycle Awareness for General Public
o All drivers 16 and over
Key Message(s):
 Motorcycle Safety for Motorcyclist
o Ride Sober or Get Pulled Over
o Get Legal, Get Licensed
 Motorcycle Awareness for General Public
o Be Aware, Motorcycles Are Everywhere
Synopsys:
 Through customized media releases and participation in events promoting the
messaging, ICJI will look to grow earned awareness toward our targeted
audience. Additionally, through the use of paid media, both traditional (radio
spots and billboard), and new digital (banner ads, YouTube spots, app ads), we
will leverage our partners to further reach our targeted audience, and successfully
drive home our intended message.
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Communications Plan for FY-2017: Motorists’ Awareness of Motorcycles
The market areas identified in the ICJI Communications Plan for Motorists’ Awareness
of Motorcycles messaging includes the following counties and motorcycles registered in
those counties.
Market
Evansville

Ft. Wayne

Indianapolis

Lafayette
South Bend

Terre Haute
Northwest Indiana
Southern Indiana

TOTAL

Counties
Vanderburgh
Posey
Warrick
Pike
Gibson
Allen
DeKalb
Noble
Whitley
Huntington
Wells
Adams
Marion
Hamilton
Hendricks
Boone
Morgan
Johnson
Shelby
Hancock
Madison
Tippecanoe
St. Joseph
Elkhart
LaPorte
Vigo
Lake
Porter
Clark
Floyd
Harrison

Motorcycle
Registrations
5,046
1,060
2,210
548
1,309
10,318
2,084
2,165
1,639
1,676
1,200
1,292
21,406
7,574
5,782
2,279
3,593
5,068
2,107
2,889
4,921
4,567
6,965
7,045
4,840
3,323
13,842
7,196
3,561
2,340
1,564
141,409

Total State Registered Motorcycles: 222,163
Percentage of Registered Motorcycles in Market Counties: 63.65%
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6. List of all Indiana counties and the corresponding number of registered motorcycles for
each county (following page):
Indiana Motorcycle Registrations by County, 2015
Adams
Allen
Batholomew

1,292 Lawrence

1,976

10,318 Madison

4,921

2,966 Marion

21,406

Benton

290 Marshall

Blackford

685 Martin

358

2,279 Miami

2,000

Boone
Brown

773 Monroe

2,181

3,123

Carroll

1,011 Montgomery

1,491

Cass

1,451 Morgan

3,593

Clark

3,561 Newton

803

Clay

1,146 Noble

Clinton

1,408 Ohio

2,165
278

Crawford

369 Orange

801

Daviess

991 Owen

964

Dearborn

2,276 Parke

645

Decatur

1,162 Perry

708

DeKalb

2,084 Pike

Delaware

3,155 Porter

7,196

Dubois

1,470 Posey

1,060

Elkhart

7,045 Pulaski

716

918 Putnam

1,374

2,340 Randolph

1,088

Fayette
Floyd
Fountain

664 Ripley

Franklin

904 Rush

548

1,083
693

Fulton

1,019 St. Joseph

Gibson

1,309 Scott

Grant

3,326 Shelby

Greene

1,530 Spencer

Hamilton

7,574 Starke

1,293

Hancock

2,889 Steuben

1,598

Harrison

1,564 Sullivan

773

Hendricks

5,782 Switzerland

389

Henry

1,946 Tippecanoe

4,567

Howard

3,880 Tipton

748

Huntington

1,676 Union

246

Jackson

1,802 Vanderburgh

Jasper

1,503 Vermillion

Jay

1,020 Vigo

3,323

Jefferson

1,315 Wabash

1,608

Jennings

1,144 Warren

362

Johnson

5,068 Warrick

2,210

Knox

1,255 Washington

1,323

Kosciusko

3,237 Wayne

2,698

LaGrange

1,230 Wells

1,200

13,842 White

1,182

Lake
LaPorte

6,965
902
2,107
728

5,046
776

4,840 Whitley

1,639

TOTAL

222,163
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Applying as a Law State:
1. The State law requiring all fees collected by the State from motorcyclists for the purpose
of funding motorcycle training and safety programs are to be used for motorcycle training
and safety programs Update table
IC 9-27-7-7
Establishment of fund
Sec. 7. The motorcycle operator safety education fund is established. The commissioner
shall administer the fund. The fund consists of money received from motorcycle registrations
as provided under IC 9-29. The money in the fund may be used for the administration of the
program and expenses related to the program, including:
(1) reimbursement for course sites;
(2) instructor training;
(3) purchase of equipment and course materials; and
(4) technical assistance.
IC 9-29-5-2
Registration of motorcycles; allocation of revenue from fees
Sec. 2. The fee for the registration of a motorcycle is seventeen dollars and thirty cents
($17.30). The revenue from this fee shall be allocated as follows:
(1) Seven dollars ($7) to the motorcycle operator safety education fund established by
IC 9-27-7-7.
(2) An amount prescribed as a license branch service charge under IC 9-29-3.
(3) Thirty cents ($0.30) to the spinal cord and brain injury fund under IC 16-41-42.2-3,
as provided under section 0.5 of this chapter.
(4) The balance to the state general fund for credit to the motor vehicle highway
account.
As added by P.L.2-1991, SEC.17. Amended by P.L.71-1992, SEC.1; P.L.118-2001, SEC.6;
P.L.1-2005, SEC.112; P.L.234-2007, SEC.43; P.L.3-2008, SEC.82; P.L.97-2008, SEC.3;
P.L.1-2010, SEC.49; P.L.145-2011, SEC.23; P.L.13-2013, SEC.38.
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Attachment 4: Distracted Driving
402- Distracted Driving (23 CFR 1200.24)
Distracted Driving questions are included on Indiana Learner’s Permit and Driver’s License
tests.
Accidents are most often caused by:
a. Driver inattention and a driver's failure to observe the rules of the road
b. Paying attention and observing the rules of the road
c. Impaired driving
d. All answers are correct
Risk factors for teens are:
a. All answers are correct
b. Excessive speed
c. Failure to wear safety belt
d. Inattentiveness
When using a cell phone while operating a vehicle you should:
a. Assess traffic conditions and if possible place your call when the vehicle is
stopped
b. Concentrate on your conversation
c. Put your phone in your lap and look down to dial
d. Use only one hand to steer the vehicle
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